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2024-2027 STIP Public Input Summary 
Note: This document was updated on September 15 to include comments made by members of the 
following advisory committees: 

• Central Oregon Area Commission on Transportation 
• Mid-Willamette Valley Area Commission on Transportation 
• Motor Carrier Transportation Advisory committee 
• Public Transportation Advisory Committee 
• Rail Advisory Committee 

Additional public comment letters received after the original posting were also attached. 

Public Priorities Survey 
ODOT staff have been engaging with the public, stakeholders and advisory committees to gather input 
for the Commission’s consideration on how to allocate funding in the 2024-2027 STIP. These activities 
include: 

• Scheduling presentations on the STIP for Area Commissions on Transportation and modal 
advisory committees to provide background information and an opportunity for members to 
provide comments. 

• Holding a webinar for advisory committee members so they can better understand the STIP and 
how to engage. 

• Gathering input from advisory committee members through a survey. 
• Gathering written comments from advisory committees and stakeholders to present to the 

Commission. 
• Gathering quantitative (but non-scientific) opinion data by way of a public survey on 

transportation spending priorities that garnered more than 800 responses. 

Public Priorities Survey 
ODOT undertakes a biennial Transportation Needs and Issues Survey that asks a scientifically-valid 
sample of Oregonians about their opinion about the transportation system and the agency. Among the 
questions in the TNIS is one about the priority for spending resources across a variety of areas of the 
transportation system. 

For the 2024-2027 STIP public engagement process, ODOT released a survey based on the TNIS question 
about spending priorities to gauge public support for various investments in the system. Over 800 
people responded; though this is a large sample size, the self-selection of respondents means it is not a 
scientifically-valid sample of Oregonians. (In particular, Multnomah and Lane counties represented 
about half of respondents even though they represent less than 30% of the state’s population.) 
Consequently, ODOT presents the STIP survey data paired with the 2019 TNIS data (though questions 
differed somewhat as the STIP survey questions match the questions in the upcoming 2021 TNIS 
survey). 

The top priorities in the STIP survey are protecting fish and wildlife, protecting the environment, seismic 
improvements, and maintaining roads and bridges. Public priorities in the STIP survey are consistent 

https://www.oregon.gov/odot/Programs/ResearchDocuments/TNIS2019OregonTransSurvey.pdf
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with responses to the 2019 TNIS in a number of areas, including maintaining roads and bridges (a top 
priority in both surveys), improving safety, intercity bus service, local public transportation, senior and 
disabled transportation, reducing greenhouse gas emissions, protecting the environment, and 
protecting fish and wildlife. However, respondents to the STIP survey were much more supportive of 
passenger rail and adding sidewalks and bike lanes, and much less supportive of expanding roads and 
reducing traffic congestion. 
 

 

Advisory Committee Survey 
Knowing the challenges of having advisory committee members participate in virtual large-group 
discussions, ODOT provided an opportunity to provide input through a survey sent to all ACT and modal 
advisory committee members. Thirty-one advisory committee members—about 10% of the total 
membership—participated and answered questions similar to those posed to advisory committees as a 
whole. As with the public survey, this small survey does not represent a scientific sample of advisory 
committee members, but it does give a sense of broad trends. 

What are the highest priority transportation needs for funding statewide, and how should the OTC 
allocate funding between modes of transportation and categories of funding to meet the state’s 
goals? 
When asked to prioritize funding across the entire system, more than half of respondents mentioned 
the need to invest more in non-highway modes in order to meet climate and equity goals and ensure 
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accessibility for those who don’t have ready access to automobiles. Both bicycle/pedestrian and public 
transportation modes were mentioned by a large number of respondents, and the desire for investment 
in these modes included both urban and rural areas. 

Nearly half of respondents also mentioned the need to maintain and preserve roads, with a number 
specifically focused on bridge repairs or seismic resilience. A smaller number of respondents focused on 
congestion needs in urbanized areas, both in the Portland metro region and other cities across the state. 

How should the OTC allocate funding among Fix-It, Safety, and Highway Enhance programs to meet 
statewide goals and needs? 
Advisory committee members were asked to weigh the priority within the more highway-centric 
categories of Fix-It, Safety and Highway Enhance. Safety and Fix It were the clear priorities, with about 
half of all respondents listing them as the top priority; Enhance was mentioned by about a quarter but 
usually prioritized after Fix-It and Safety. Advisory committee members also mentioned 
bicycle/pedestrian and transit investments that reduced the need for use of an automobile as an 
alternative to investing in Highway Enhance. 

How should the OTC target non-highway spending to address statewide goals and needs? 
Within the non-highway programs, respondents supported a broad range of needs. Making it safe to 
travel by other modes was a high priority, and off-road trails were specifically mentioned by a large 
number of respondents. A number of respondents also mentioned Safe Routes to School, various forms 
of public transportation, and ADA-compliant cub ramps. A number of respondents emphasized that 
since most non-highway facilities are owned and operated by local agencies, funding should flow 
directly to the regional level local or local agencies to select priority projects. 

Given that transportation system needs exceed available funding, how would you recommend the 
OTC make tradeoffs when deciding how to allocate limited funding? 
Responses to this question were diffuse but were generally consistent with previous responses. Ensuring 
safety for all system users was mentioned more frequently than any other topic. A large number of 
respondents discussed the priority for investments in transit and other non-highway modes, with a 
particular emphasis on how these investments could help address Oregon’s climate and equity goals. A 
number of respondents urged efforts to increase revenue through a higher gas tax or creating a road 
usage charge, and others emphasized the need to maximize the value of investments by having local 
governments or ACTs select projects that meet local and regional needs. 

Category Priorities 
Respondents were asked to rate each category 1 to 5, with 1 being a top priority and 5 being a very low 
priority. Safety came out as the top priority, with about 45% saying it was a top priority and 25% rating it 
a 2. Fix It came in second place, with Local Programs close behind (which may be a reflection of the large 
number of local officials who participate in the advisory committees). 
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Advisory Committee Input 
The following is a summary of comments made to ODOT staff by advisory committee members during 
presentations on the STIP in August and September. In their presentation, ODOT staff framed up the 
following questions for advisory committees: 

• What are the highest priority transportation needs for funding statewide, and how should the 
OTC allocate funding between modes of transportation and categories of funding to meet the 
state’s goals?  

• How should the OTC allocate funding among Fix-It, Safety, and Highway Enhance programs to 
meet statewide goals and needs? 

• How should the OTC target non-highway spending to address statewide goals and needs? 
• Given that transportation system needs exceed available funding, how would you recommend 

the OTC make tradeoffs when deciding how to allocate limited funding? 

Region 1 ACT, August 3, 2020 

• The Portland metro region is growing faster than many other parts of the state. Investments in 
the STIP need to help meet economic development and growth needs in the metro region. 

• The Metro T2020 ballot measure process left many projects unfunded. The STIP can help fund 
some of these projects that were left out of T2020. 

• The OTC should remain flexible in allocating the STIP funds until the outcome of the T2020 ballot 
measure is known so the region can have the opportunity for proposed T2020 investments to 
leverage funds in the STIP. 

• Stakeholders should have the opportunity to weigh in on how the Commission spends any 
funding that comes in over and above the amount of federal funding assumed by the OTC. 

• Jurisdictional transfers are an opportunity to transfer state highways to local control, reducing 
ODOT’s cost to maintain these roads and offering opportunities to enhance communities. 

• There is a very significant need for congestion relief projects in the Portland metro region that 
was not met by HB 2017. 
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• The need for $53 million a year to build out bike lanes and sidewalks along state highways is a 
drop in the bucket compared to all of the other spending buckets.  

South Central Oregon ACT, August 14, 2020 

• Major congestion relief projects in the Portland metro region like the Interstate Bridge could 
drain funding from across the state if they do not receive additional independent funding. 

• ODOT should look holistically at the opportunity for investments that create economic 
development in rural Oregon because this can take pressure off congested urban areas. 

• There is clearly a large funding need that will require conversations with the Legislature. ACT 
members want to help make the case to the Legislature about this unmet funding need. 

• ACT members want to engage the OTC on the roles and responsibilities of the ACTs, as discussed 
with the Commission in December 2019. This should include opportunities for more interaction 
among the ACTs across the state and for ACT members to engage legislators. 

Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee, August 26, 2020 

• Summary: Ped/Bike/Transit investment is critical to achieve Strategic Action Plan goals on 
Climate, Equity, and Mobility/Accessibility. At least $100 million/year for ped/bike/transit 
(including off-street paths) is needed to make progress towards goals. Priority is completing the 
system for people walking/biking. A “Fix It First” approach reinforces historic inequities in 
investment. Significant investment is needed in local facilities, not just state highways. In 
addition to STIP investment, the OTC should plan ahead to invest future agency cost savings and 
federal redistribution funds to meet active transportation needs. 

• ODOT’s adopted Pedestrian and Bicycle Plan vision says that by 2040 walking and biking will be 
essential modes of travel, but this vision has not been historically reflected in the STIP scenarios 
OTC has considered. If ODOT is serious about active transportation, sustainability, and equity, 
this needs to be reflected in budget.  

• The Governors Executive Order, Climate Office, and Every Mile Counts Initiative show we’re in a 
good position to move forward, but more funding is needed for non-highway.  

• Investing in non-highway programs achieves goals of climate change and congestion and 
capacity issues. It is important to look at benefits that come from investing in this category and 
taking that into account when making decisions. We must also consider that the current non-
highway system is incomplete, so we aren’t realizing the full impact and benefits on congestion, 
air quality, accessibility, and mobility. 

• The $53M/year figure in the Investment Strategy is just to complete sidewalks and bike lanes on 
ODOT highways. There are significantly more needs on the local system. In 2018-21 STIP there 
was an Enhance Non-Highway fund that local agencies could apply for funding for local facilities. 
The committee would like to see that program brought back.  

• Non-highway is the smallest category in the STIP. Historically State Highway Fund spending on 
ped/bike is 1% and federal spending on ped/bike is 3%, which is very low. 

• We request at least $100M/year for active transportation, including off-street paths. We 
specifically want to see more non-highway funding to bike/ped/transit because that helps us 
achieve climate goals.  

• The “preserve the existing system first” hierarchy does not work for ped/bike because we have 
not yet completed a basic connected system for people walking and biking. This approach 
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reinforces existing inequities by reinforcing historic investment patterns that only prioritized 
motor vehicle mobility. We need to prioritize completing the walking/biking system that has not 
yet been built. 

• How will climate and equity priorities fare when tradeoffs are being made? How will OTC 
balance competing input from modal committees? Safety and mobility always seem to trump all 
other needs.  

• We encourage the OTC to seriously take a look at how walking/biking/transit contributes to 
Climate and Modern Transportation System goals. When talking about adding capacity, consider 
transportation options, not just adding lanes to highways. 

• ODOT’s funding seems like a very broken system that that is having difficultly digging its way out 
of a hole. Look to other states and countries to see how we develop a system that isn’t 
endangering people we’re supposed to be taking care of.  Focus on Portland and getting people 
to get out of cars.  

• The Non-Highway Leverage program in the 2021-2024 STIP did not work well from some 
members’ perspective because it can only be used on state highways. We would rather see 
more funding go to Safe Routes to School and other non-highway investments.  

• No one magic bullet (targeted investment) like sidewalks on state highways will address the 
issue. We need funding and solutions to create a complete system. 

• OBPAC would like to be involved in project selection (along with other ACTs and modal 
committees). 

• The federal funds from redistribution at the last OTC meeting is more than the Oregon 
Community Paths Program budget for seven years. ODOT and the OTC should plan ahead to 
dedicate future cost savings and redistribution funds to support SRTS, paths, and active 
transportation going forward. 

• Safe Routes to School non-infrastructure/education programs are also important to educate kids 
(and the adults around them) on how to walk/bike to school. 

Lane Area Commission on Transportation, August 12, 2020 

LaneACT mainly had questions and wanted additional information with which to better understand the 
impacts of the STIP Program Funding about how any changes to the funding percentages per program 
may impact the outcome on the ground.  ODOT was asked to provide information generally speaking to 
the following: 

• Data providing the most meaningful context for what actually happened on the ground from the 
previous funding mix.  

• What did the money do for daily life in Oregon? In Lane County?  
• Examples referenced here were along the lines of: How much more economic activity connected 

to improved freight movement was generated by STIP investments?   
• Lane County has one of the highest roadway fatalities in the state, how did STIP investments 

address safety? To what degree?   
• Is there an irrecoverable funding scenario? For example, if not enough money is allocated for 

Fix-It (given the exponential growth in need and cost) would we put ourselves in a hole that 
could never be dug out of? 
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Essentially, the ACT expressed that they don't know what to ask for but are struggling to understand the 
impact and context of investments.  

North West ACT, August 17, 2020 

The ACT had a focused discussion of coastal issues (particularly tourist traffic all summer) and their 
concern that Portland and the Valley will get extra attention. They fear that the rural Coastal/Columbia 
River communities will get a smaller percentage of a smaller pie since the STIP is not getting extra 
funds.   

The connection of OR47 to US26 (the road to Vernonia) was brought up. The complaint is that ODOT had 
worked on a concept and potentially a design before and then decided not to fund it.   

Lower John Day ACT, August 3, 2020 

The Lower John Day ACT is a small group that generally does not participate much on a statewide level, 
as it has not seen significant benefits from their ACT roles over the last few years. There were very 
minimal questions/comments and it was difficult to obtain an overall assessment of people’s opinions 
through a virtual meeting.   

ODOT did receive a few follow-up emails with comments about the role of the ACTs. These comments 
noted that in the past Lower John Day ACT meetings were well-attended, vibrant events that brought a 
diverse group of people from all interests and all counties of the Lower John Day Area together to 
discuss community priorities and strategies to develop multi-modal regional connectivity.   

When the STIP process was restructured and removed the ability of the ACTs to identify and prioritize 
local projects for the Enhance programs, many of the attendees who represented small communities 
and local interests stopped coming to the ACT meetings.  The purpose of the meetings and the value of 
their participation was no longer apparent.  With their departure, the LJD ACT meetings no longer 
provide that same forum for robust conversations about connectivity and leveraging local projects to 
create regional multimodal transportation systems. 

If the OTC truly wishes to strengthen state and local partnerships, there are two actions that could be 
taken to move in that direction. 

1. Allow the ACTs to identify and prioritize local projects for the Enhance programs.  Projects could 
receive more weight if they enhance and provide needed connectivity to the regional system.   

2. Develop a better system of communication between the ACTs and the OTC.  Currently there is 
not much opportunity for meaningful dialogue between the ACTs and the OTC, and there does 
not appear to be a feedback channel in place when that dialogue does happen.  How do the 
ACTs know if the OTC is considering their recommendations or input?  A more frequent and 
two-way system of communication would allow the ACTS to engage and participate in a real 
partnership with the state. 

Central Oregon ACT, September 10, 2020 (added 9/15) 

• We need to ensure that we are building seismically resilient infrastructure, including the rail 
system. Central Oregon’s rail line will be the main route through Oregon after a Cascadia 
Subduction Zone earthquake. 
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• Allocating additional funding for Safe Routes to school would be greatly appreciated. 
• The annual allocation of $15 million for Safe Routes by the Legislature is a drop in the budget 

compared to the need. 
• Safe Routes to School funding from HB 2017 can only be used within one mile around a school; 

this doesn’t work well for rural areas with long distances between homes and schools. The 
program should be modified to help rural areas keep school children safe, including by allowing 
for the funding of bus shelters. 

• Improvements to US 97 are a key priority. 
• We need to make some investments in Enhance Highway programs, and ACTs should have a role 

in recommending projects. 
• As a rapidly growing urban county, Deschutes County needs more help with the highway 

system, particularly US 97. 
• Equity between rural and urban areas is important; transportation programs need to consider 

how to meet the needs of both urban and rural communities. 

Mid-Willamette Valley Area Commission on Transportation (added 9/15) 

• Safety projects are very important. A third bridge in Salem is very important. Light rail between 
Eugene and Portland along the I-5 corridor is very important. Safer and expanded highways 
between Central Oregon and the Willamette Valley, and between the Willamette Valley and the 
Central Oregon Coast are very important. Tolling roads and bridges to help fund the 
transportation system in Oregon is very important. 

• Our infrastructure is relied upon by freight vehicles moving goods. Adequate width, speed-
up/slow down lanes, pull outs, etc are all important. Also, where opportunity exists to make 
improvements to create routes that allow some of this travel to avoid major highways, 
particularly with farm equipment, that should be elevated in priority, because people do not 
drive safely around these types of equipment and vehicles. 

• Please use future funds to complete existing projects prior to initiating new projects such as 
the Newberg Dundee Bypass, Hwy 22 Perrydale realignment, Hwy 99W improvements, etc. 
The Rails to Trails project from McMinnville to Gaston is very important to the health and 
welfare of a number of our citizens.  

• We should maintain, build and expand our infrastructure to reduce congestion and reduce 
traffic flow to reduce GHG. Even electric cars which is the future require roads and bridges. 

• Reduce some traffic congestion by improving the public transit system through city to city 
transit points including small city and rural routing. This type of passenger movement will aid in 
meeting goals of reduced traffic congestion, reduced greenhouse gas emissions and to promote 
fish and wildlife habitat protection. These reductions which are key to the purpose of ACTs 
everywhere, are an undeniable improvement to transportation safety. 

• A considerable amount of money comes to Oregon and to each region to support transit and 
reduce congestion and emissions. It isn’t clear where these dedicated funding sources are being 
spent. It seems less is being spent on transit and mobility options and more is going to roads and 
bridges etc. We should see a more comprehensive view of the transportation system and what 
receives funding.  
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Motor Carrier Transportation Advisory Committee, September 10, 2020 (added 9/15) 

• It is difficult for local citizens/carriers to provide input on projects and feedback.   
• ODOT should focus on the must haves rather than the nice to haves, as money is limited. ODOT 

shouldn’t focus so much on pie in the sky efforts and miss small opportunities for fixes.  Basic 
needs should be met, but ODOT goes too far sometimes. Members specifically referenced ADA 
upgrades, including that some are built in rather odd locations.   

• It is frustrating to see bike paths go unused.   
• What is the return on investment related to climate/carbon? How are we measuring it?   
• Focus on modernizing the system for connected vehicles, particularly trucks with electronic 

logging devices.   
• Fix it should be a top priority, including weight-restricted bridges.  
• To advance safety and reduce serious injury and fatal crashes, there is a missed opportunity to 

require passenger vehicle operators to have safety training/education to maintain a license, just 
like commercial vehicles do. We should consider a required refresher for license renewal. 

Public Transportation Advisory Committee, September 14, 2020 (added 9/15) 

• The Commission should preserve the funding public transportation receives in the STIP. 
• The Statewide Transportation Improvement Fund is an important program, but it does not 

address all public transportation needs—particularly needs for replacing aging fleets to bring 
them up to a state of good repair. 

• It is disappointing that the Statewide Transportation Strategy wasn’t adopted by the 
Commission until 2018. 

• The All Roads Transportation Safety and Safe Routes To School programs are great because 
they’re jurisdictionally blind and select the best projects regardless of who owns the road. Non-
Highway programs should generally follow that jurisdictionally blind model to fund projects with 
the greatest impacts, particularly for equity and shifting travel from roads to other modes. 

• We need to transition to new and stable funding sources to ensure sufficient funding across the 
transportation system.  

• The Commission should help to build a long-term vision and plan for transportation funding to 
try to get out of this deficit. 

• Beyond infrastructure, the OTC should fund behavioral safety programs that help drivers avoid 
causing harm to bicyclists and pedestrians. 

Rail Advisory Committee, September 15, 2020 (added 9/15) 

• Investments in rail-highway grade crossing improvements are important for safety, but are also 
important for reliability and efficiency for passenger and freight rail; incidents at rail crossings 
cause delays and detours for trains. State funding in the Grade Crossing Protection Account 
hasn’t increased in many years; the OTC should consider dedicating more state resources to 
grade crossings. 

• It’s important to invest in intermodal connections between truck and rail. 
• ODOT should look for opportunities to move more goods by train to reduce the number of 

trucks on the road, which would reduce wear and tear on our highways. 
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Written Comments 
ODOT has received the following written comments from advisory committees, stakeholders, and the 
public. 





 

 

 100 High St. SE, Suite 200 Salem, OR 97301 Phone (503) 588-6177 FAX (503) 588-6094   

City of Keizer - City of Salem - City of Turner - Marion County - Polk County - Salem-Keizer School District – Salem Keizer Transit – Oregon Department of 
Transportation – Cooperating Agencies:  Mid-Willamette Valley Council of Governments – Federal Highway Administration – Federal Transit Administration 

 
August 25, 2020 
 

Chair Van Brocklin and Commissioners: 
 
The Salem-Keizer Metropolitan Planning Organization (SKATS) supports the Oregon Metropolitan 
Planning Organization Consortium (OMPOC) proposal to prepare a policy and process to engage and 
coordinate with stakeholders such as the MPOs, as well as the public, in the event that federal funding 
exceeds the level projected in the FY 2021-2024 STIP. 
 
OMPOC submitted a joint letter to the OTC on July 15th regarding the proposed federal revenue 
assumptions to guide the funding decisions for the FY 2024-2027 STIP.  In that letter, OMPOC members 
supported ODOT staff’s recommendation to use the assumption of a 10 percent reduction from current 
levels of federal funding for the FY 2024-2027 STIP.  But the letter also asked that the OTC initiate a 
process to engage the public and stakeholders on what may be done if revenues exceed the 10 percent 
reduction, as has been the case for the last two STIP cycles. 
 
ODOT used conservative assumptions of revenues to prepare both the FY2018-2021 STIP and FY 2021-
2024 STIP.  However, Congress ultimately provided funds that exceeded those assumptions.  At the 
August 13th OTC meeting, Deputy Director Travis Brouwer said that federal revenues have exceeded the 
STIP’s projections and that ODOT and the OTC will be discussing in October how those additional funds 
will be used.  Projects that could have been included in the STIP but for the lower revenue projections 
need to be included in that discussion. 
 
It is for this reason that the OMPOC letter included the request that ODOT and the OTC prepare both a 
policy and process to include stakeholders and the public when it is determined that federal funds will 
exceed the STIP’s revenue assumptions.  The choice of policies should be based on the strategic needs of 
Oregon’s transportation system for all modes of travel and in all parts of the state and follow federal 
guidelines for performance-based planning (as required by the FAST Act).  We support the request for an 
open process by the OTC to engage with the public and stakeholders (MPOs, ACTs, local jurisdictions, 
etc.) to develop this STIP policy and process.   
 
When OMPOC’s letter was discussed at the July OTC meeting, Chair Robert Van Brocklin and 
Commissioner Julie Brown asked for ODOT staff to report back to the OTC about how such a  
process might be done; however, we heard no discussion of this at the August 13th meeting.  The SKATS 
MPO and our local ACT – and we assume other MPOs and ACTs in Oregon – would be glad to share our 
views about policy options if the OTC and ODOT decide to follow this request.   
 
There is general recognition that Oregon has significant funding shortfalls for the statewide system in 
both urban and rural areas of Oregon, and that ODOT’s highest priority in the last two STIP’s is to 
maintain the current system (hence the priority for Fix-It projects in the STIP).   However, the federal 
FAST Act requires that states must use performance-based planning not only for the preservation and 
repair of roads and bridges but also for reducing fatalities and serious injuries and reducing congestion on 
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the national highway system.  Should excess revenues be available and the policy and process OMPOC 
requested was in place, it would provide the opportunity for the SKATS MPO, along with MWACT to 
coordinate on priority planning for several critical projects in the Mid-Willamette Valley region that 
would help both the state’s and the valley’s urban and rural areas show progress in meeting these safety 
and congestion performance objectives.  Examples of projects that are already in state-adopted plans or 
regional plans that would benefit from additional STIP funds and help Oregon meet its performance-
based targets and related goals include the following: 
 

• Address safety and access management concerns at the Highway 22 @ Highway 51 interchange 
area by providing funds to continue the development of a long-needed interchange identified in 
the OR 22 (W) Expressway Management Plan adopted by the OTC in July 2008.  

• Reduce persistent congestion on Mission Street (aka OR22E) in southeast Salem, where daily 
traffic volumes exceed 43,000 vehicles, as well as addressing safety concerns and deficiencies in 
the bicycle and pedestrian network by implementing projects in the OR22 (East) Facility Plan, 
adopted by the OTC in October 2018. 

• Dedicate the remaining needed funding for the I-5: Aurora-Donald Interchange, which 
received funding from HB2017 and in the FY 2021-24 STIP for Phase 1 but needs funds for 
Phase 2 to complete the project. 

• Collaborate with the MPO, city of Salem and Marion County on upgrading roads in designated 
industrial and warehousing districts to support continued economic development in central and 
southeast Salem, needed in this time of economic decline due to COVID-19. 

• Funding to complete bicycling and pedestrian projects that enhance accessibility and safety - 
especially in low-income communities - which reduces reliance on the automobile and reduces air 
pollutants, supports Governor Brown’s Executive Order 20-04, and supports statewide 
transportation planning goal (goal 12). 

• Restore the competitive Enhance program.    
  

Thank you for your consideration and we look forward to more opportunities to engage with the 
Commission.  
  
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Cathy Clark, Mayor City of Keizer 
Salem-Keizer Area Transportation Study (SKATS) MPO Chair  
 
CC:MJ:lm 
 
cc:   Ken Woods, Mid-Willamette ACT chair 
        Phillip Ditzler, FHWA Oregon Division Administrator 
 
h:/transport/Poliby Committee/Policy Committee2020/Aug2020/SKATS Letter to OTC August 25 2020.docx 



   

August 28, 2020 

 

 
 

Oregon Transportation Commission 

355 Capitol Street NE, MS #11 

Salem, OR 97301-3871 
 

Dear Commissioners: 

 
Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the State of Oregon’s 2024-2027 Statewide Transportation 

Improvement Program (STIP).  As background, the Oregon Rail Users League (ORULE) is a coalition of 

organizations and businesses united by a common goal of promoting freight and passenger rail in the state of 
Oregon.  Freight and passenger service are critical links that deliver numerous benefits to citizens and 

communities throughout the state, including the following: 

 

• Safety and Efficiency:  Freight and passenger rail service are the safest and most efficient 

transportation modes for delivering people and goods over land.  As a comparison, freight rail is 
four times more environmentally sustainable than trucking and sixteen times safer.  Freight railroads 

can move one ton of freight, 500 miles, on a single gallon of fuel.  Not only is rail service more 

efficient, but it also has the added benefit of reducing traffic and emissions by moving traffic from 
congested roads and highways to dedicated rail lines.  In this way, investments in rail infrastructure 

and the migration of traffic from roads to rail have the combined benefit of reducing air pollution, 

improving safety, easing traffic, reducing wear and tear on public roadways, and (because rail 
maintenance is predominantly funded by private companies) reducing ongoing maintenance costs 

associated with repairing public roads. 

 

• Jobs and Economic Opportunity:  Every dollar spent on rail infrastructure generates eight dollars 

in state and local economic activity.  Freight railroads support more than 342,000 jobs in the Pacific 
Northwest and millions of dollars in local municipal investments through state and local taxes.  In 

addition to the immediate benefit of putting people back to work in good-paying construction jobs, 

investments in rail infrastructure (e.g. grade separations, last-mile connectors and transportation 
projects that expedite traffic flow through ports) support cornerstone industries such as 

manufacturing, trade and agriculture.  As for passenger rail, Amtrak employees received $5,907,836 

during FY2017 and it made in-state procurement purchases in the amount of $19,890,018 for goods 

and services, also from FY2017 (the most recent published data). 
 

As a result, these investments create a triple bottom-line benefit of creating near-term jobs, 

supporting local companies, and positioning the state to compete more effectively against other 
states to attract and retain new businesses and economic opportunities.   

 

• More Livable Communities:  Moving people and goods safely and efficiently is both the primary 

goal and the primary benefit of freight and passenger rail.  If 2020 has taught us anything, it is that 
rail service is the most resilient link in the supply chain.  When retail stores experienced months-

long closures and goods moved overwhelmingly to a direct-to customer model, rail service was the 

primary mode for moving these goods across the country.  Similarly, telework has eliminated long 

commutes and seemingly endless traffic jams for many citizens.  The key to keeping traffic at bay as 
the economy comes back online following COVID-19 is to move more goods and services from 

roadways to railways. 
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These are just a few of the many benefits provided by freight and passenger rail.  As you 

consider the next generation of the STIP, we urge you to consider these benefits and to seek 

out opportunities to make local communities safer, more livable, and more prosperous by 

moving freight and passengers to rail.  One of the challenges of the current system is that it tilts so 

heavily towards road and highway projects.  The current STIP priorities of preservation, enhancing 

highways, and supporting non-highway projects mostly in the form of bicycle and pedestrian projects 
are very road-centric.  This is not a criticism, but simply a recognition that the current system is heavily 

biased towards road projects and the ongoing public costs of maintaining such projects. 

 
1.  Grade Separation Project Funding 

 

One area of opportunity is for the state to compete more aggressively for federal Section 130 funds, 

which pay for grade separation projects.  These projects have the benefit of improving safety by 
separating car traffic from trains.  They also benefit both modes by improving velocity and throughput 

both on public roads and on the rail lines they span.  A third benefit is that they make communities more 

livable by eliminating concerns of long waits at rail crossings, lost time traveling between work and 
home, and the possibility of stranding emergency vehicles.   

 

There are a number of sources from which such funding could come, such as the National Highway 
Freight Program or other programs.  Given the benefits, these funds are tremendously over-subscribed, 

so additional advocacy to expand these funds would be welcomed.  Also, additional state support for 

grade separation projects would be useful and would help state and local projects compete more 

successfully against projects in other states for limited federal funds. 
 

2.  Funding for Safety Improvements at Rail-Highway Crossings 

 
ORULE requests that the STIP preserve and increase funding for rail safety, which is already funded by 

dedicated state and federal programs.  Signaling and safety systems can be very expensive for local 

communities and/or small railroads.  Investments in these systems can greatly enhance safety by 

reducing risk, false activations or failures, and the need for additional maintenance.  In addition, grade 
crossing surfaces degrade with heavy road traffic and are a common concern raised by members of the 

public, so additional funds to improve and upgrade these surfaces would be useful.  For these reasons, 

additional funding through the Grade Crossing Protection Fund could have a profound benefit on safety, 
efficiency and livability in communities around the state.   

 

In closing, as we look beyond COVID-19 to the future of transportation through communities all over 
the state of Oregon, we need to carefully consider what kind of state we want to live in going forward.  

Despite the many challenges of COVID-19, the epidemic has also caused many to re-consider their 

definition of livability.  As people have moved from daily commutes on packed roadways to telework, 

and from navigating packed parking lots at retail stores to on-line sales, we should take this opportunity 
to reconsider how we use our scarce transportation resources and to re-invest in a mode which has safely 

and efficiently moved people and goods overland for more than a century.  Expanding the state’s support 

for grade separation projects and related safety improvements is a good first step. 
 

Thank you for your consideration. 

 
Sincerely, 

 

 

Johan Hellman 
President, Oregon Rail Users’ League (ORULE) 



700 N. Hayden Island Drive, Suite 160 Portland, Oregon  97217 (503) 601-5336 
 

 

 

September 4, 2020 

 

Chair Bob Van Brocklin 

Oregon Transportation Commission 

355 Capitol Street NE, MS 11 

Salem, OR  97301 

 

RE: 2024-27 STIP 

 

Dear Chair Brocklin and Commissioners: 

 

On behalf of the Oregon Transit Association and its public transportation providers, we would 

like to offer any assistance, data, and information we can provide to help in your work over the 

next few months as you develop Oregon’s next Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan 

(STIP).  

 

The 2024-27 STIP will be especially important in light of the significant burdens that our 

member agencies are now experiencing during the COVID-19 pandemic as they struggle to 

continue providing essential transportation services such as paratransit for individuals with 

disabilities; public transportation for health care and other essential service workers such as 

grocery store checkers/stockers; and those with health problems who receive medical 

transportation for kidney dialysis, cancer treatments, and other critical care. 

 

As with other industry segments in our state, restrictions put in place to limit the spread of 

COVID-19 have presented transit agencies with a near “perfect storm” of drastically reduced 

fare revenues, increased costs, and heightened anxiety for our frontline staff about their own 

personal health. According to a recent American Public Transportation Association survey of 

163 public transit agencies nationwide, impacts include: 

 

• Direct Costs – 98% of surveyed public transit agencies have significant increased direct 

costs because of COVID-19, such as increased cleaning of vehicles and facilities. The 

Sunset Empire Transportation District in Clatsop County, for example, has hired twelve 

temporary employees to act as “sanitation techs” on every bus running throughout the 

day. 

 

• Farebox Revenue – An estimated 75% farebox revenue loss over the March–September 

2020 period and a 40% loss over the October–December 2020 period. 
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• Restart Costs – Nearly all agencies surveyed reported that they anticipate also facing 

additional costs associated with restarting operations, including hiring and training new 

employees to replace those who were either furloughed in the wake of service reductions 

or chose to leave rather than risk their own health. 

 

While we very much appreciate the Legislature’s recent passage of SB 1601 allowing transit 

agencies flexibility in the use of STIF funds to maintain current services, the bottom line is that 

our members will still have significantly less financial resources for their operations than was 

previously budgeted. 

As you consider funding priorities and allocations in the next STIP, we would urge you to 

maintain or increase the state’s investment in public transportation as a way to not only decrease 

congestion and carbon emissions, but also to ensure that transit providers weather the serious 

challenges caused by COVID-19. 

We look forward to working with you on this crucially important effort to ensure continued 

access to transportation for all Oregonians. 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Andi Howell 

2020-21 OTA President 

Transit Director, Sandy Area Metro 

 

 



 

 

_________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
 
Representing Counties: 
Clatsop County Commission 
Columbia County Commission 
Tillamook County Commission 
Washington County Commission 
 
Representing Cities: 
City of Astoria 
City of Banks 
City of Bay City 
City of Cannon Beach 
City of Columbia City 
City of Clatskanie 
City of Garibaldi 
City of Gaston 
City of Gearhart 
City of Manzanita 
City of Nehalem 
City of North Plains 
City of Rainier 
City of Rockaway Beach 
City of Scappoose 
City of Seaside 
City of St Helens 
City of Tillamook 
City of Vernonia 
City of Warrenton 
City of Wheeler 
 
Representing Ports: 
Port of Astoria 
Port of Garibaldi 
Port of Nehalem 
Port of St Helens 
Port of Tillamook Bay 
 
Representing Transit Districts: 
Columbia County Transportation 
Sunset Empire Transit 
Tillamook County Transportation 
 
Representing ODOT: 
ODOT Region 2—NW Area 
 
Representing Others: 
Transportation Stakeholders 
Citizens-At-Large 
 
PO Box 354 
Columbia City, OR  97108 
 
NWOregon.org/NWACT 
Email:  NWACT@NWOregon.org 

 
 

 

 

Kayla Hootsmans           September 33, 2020 
Legislative Coordinator 
Oregon Department of Transportation 
355 Capitol St. NE 
Salem, OR 97301 
 

Dear Mr Van Brocklin, Chair Oregon Transportation Commission, 

Thank-you for the opportunity to provide input into how to invest in ODOT’s 2024—27 
STIP.  Our NWACT met on August 17th and had a very robust conversation regarding 
STIP priorities with our North Coast ODOT staff, Tony Synder and Ken Shonkwiler.  
Below is a summary NWACT’s recommended priorities and comments for the 2024—
2027 STIP: 

1. What are the highest priority transportation needs for funding 
statewide, and how should the OTC allocate funding between modes of 
transportation and categories of funding to meet the state’s goals? 

2. How should the OTC allocate funding among Fix-It, Safety, and 
Highway Enhance programs to meet statewide goals and needs? 

(Responses to Questions 1 and 2 are combined) 

Highest priority transportation needs for funding are as follows: 

▪ Safety 

▪ Transit:  ODOT needs a statewide model for express transit to tourism 
destinations, including the North Coast.  This would reduce peak summertime 
congestion and increase safety on the highway through mode shift.  Similar to 
the Mt. Hood Express, an increase in regional transit routes and express 
routes should be a focus. 

▪ Separated Shared use (Bike/Pedestrian) Facilities:  An increase in funding for 
separated facilities in needed statewide, especially for the Community Paths 
Program.  Separated facilities increase safety of people cycling and walking 
and also reduce conflicts with the Freight industry by providing a safe space to 
walk. 

▪ Shelf Priority Projects for ACTS:  ACTS need to be able to recommend 
locations for shelf projects or concept-level planning projects for 
infrastructure improvements that are not currently supported by the STIP or 
are simply not built as frequently as necessary.  This includes interchanges, 
capacity building projects, and modernization projects in urban areas. 

▪ Rural Urban Culverts and Bridges: Small cities on the North Coast often have 
issues with flooding in major rain events due to aged or insufficient 
infrastructure.  There should be increased funding for rural urban areas with 
frequent flooding at priority culverts and bridges that need to be replaced. 

 

  



 

 

 

3. How should the OTC target non-highway spending to address statewide goals and needs? 

▪ Transit express routes for tourism destinations, particularly to the North Coast.  Buses should be 
comfortable and equipped with WIFI and additional capacity for carrying outdoor equipment.  

▪ Shared-Use Paths for Pedestrians and Bicyclists. 

▪ More funding for local programs 

4. Given that transportation system needs exceed available funding, how would you recommend 
the OTC make tradeoffs when deciding how to allocate limited funding? 

▪ The OTC should focus on equitable spending across the state—funding should not only be prioritized for 
Metro areas and by asset condition, it should also be prioritized by ADT and freight movement.  A 
reasonable distribution of funds by geography and not population should be a priority. 

▪ The OTC and ODOT should identify strategies to increase funding in order to maintain acceptable levels 
of infrastructure performance and avoid decline of our assets. 

▪ One suggestion would be to look at the potential for congestion pricing to high-travelled tourism 
locations.  The OTC should prioritize funding to research this as it would reduce congestion and also raise 
revenue. 

Again, thanks for the opportunity to provide input.  It has never been more important to be creative in addressing 
Oregon’s transportation needs. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Henry Heimuller, NWACT, Chair 
Lianne Thompson, NWACT Second Vice-Chair 
NW Oregon Area Commission on Transportation 
 
cc.  Kayla Hootsmans, ODOT Legislative Coordinator 
 Tony Snyder, ODOT Area Manager, 
 Ken Shonkwiler, ODOT Planner 
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September 4, 2020 
 
Oregon Transportation Commission 
Chair Van Brocklin, Vice Chair Simpson, Commissioners Callery, Brown, and 
Smith 
 
Subject: Completing the I-5 Rose Quarter Improvement Project 
 
The Oregon Freight Advisory Committee (OFAC) fully supports completion of 
the I-5 Rose Quarter Improvement Project.  The project is partially funded by 
House Bill 2017, Keep Oregon Moving but recently has stalled.  We 
understand the sensitivity of the project on impacted communities and hope 
that those can be resolved without compromising the advancement of the 
project.  
 
 
This project is a critical need for the movement of freight and must be 
completed.   As you know, Oregon is one of the most trade-dependent 
economies in the nation and this corridor is an essential connection to I-84, I-
405, US 26, rail intermodal terminals, distribution centers and the Port of 
Portland.  Improving safety and flow through this corridor will greatly relieve 
the congestion that is causing significant supply chain delays and decreased 
productivity to all industries throughout the entire state of Oregon.  OFAC’s 
membership extends across the entire state and we unanimously conclude 
this project is the highest priority.   
 
We advise the OTC to engage the Governor’s office to meet with project 
stakeholders to reenergize and complete this project.    
 
David Anzur, Chair 
Oregon Freight Advisory Committee 
 
 

MISSION 
The mission of the Oregon Freight Advisory Committee is to advise the Oregon 
Department of Transportation, Oregon Transportation Commission and Oregon 
Legislature on priorities, issues, freight mobility projects and funding needs that 
impact freight mobility and to advocate the importance of a sound freight 
transportation system to the economic vitality of the State of Oregon. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
David Anzur 
Chair 
 
Michael Quilty  
Vice Chair 



 

 

 
 

 

 
 
September 3, 2020 
 
Oregon Transportation Commission 
Oregon Department of Transportation 
355 Capital Street NE, MS11 
Salem, OR 97301-3871 
 
 
Re: 2024-2027 Statewide Transportation Improvement Program Funding Priorities 
 
Dear Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC) Members, 
 
Thank you for inviting the Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee (OBPAC) to provide input on 
the development of the Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP). OBPAC is a Governor-
appointed committee created per statute to advise ODOT in regulation of bicycle and pedestrian traffic, 
establishment of bikeways and walkways, and other statewide bicycle and pedestrian issues.  
 
OBPAC appreciates recent State efforts including the Governor’s climate Executive Order, ODOT establishing 
a Climate Office and launching Every Mile Counts. We also appreciate the OTC-approved Strategic Action 
Plan prioritizing equity, a modern transportation system, and sufficient and reliable funding. However, more 
work is needed. 
 
Since 1971, ORS 366.514 has required ODOT to spend State Highway Funds on walking/biking facilities and 
to construct walkways/bikeways whenever highways are constructed or reconstructed. The minimum 1% of 
expenditures on bicycle and pedestrian facilities has resulted in completing only 44% of the sidewalk and 
bikeway network along urban state highways over the past 50 years. To see substantial increases in the rates of 
walking and biking, significant increases in funding are needed to complete the walking and biking 
networks. The Safe Routes to Schools (SRTS) Network estimates the need for SRTS construction projects at 
$1 billion and the need for education programs at $12 million annually. At least $53 million/yr is needed to 
complete the walking and biking network on urban state highways by 2050. The current STIP budget for 
sidewalk infill on state highways is $7.4 million/yr.   
 
The budget is a moral document that demonstrates priorities. In order to create a more equitable transportation 
system, we encourage OTC to consider the historical transportation investments and lack of investments in 
bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure that have burdened communities throughout Oregon. OBPAC advises the 
OTC to demonstrate the stated values of active transportation and equity in the STIP by focusing on the 
following: 
 

● Allocate at least an additional $100,000,000/yr to complete walking and biking networks. Increased 
funding is needed for Safe Routes to Schools, Oregon Community Paths, and Non-Highway Enhance 
programs. Funding should also maintain and expand Safe Routes to Schools Non-Infrastructure funding. 

Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory 
Committee 

555 13th St NE, Suite 2 
Salem OR 97301-4178 

 



 

 

 
● Provide flexible funding. The funding programs have been siloed historically, which has made it 

difficult to comprehensively address community needs. Funding is needed for both the State and local 
transportation systems within and outside of the right-of-way. 

 
● Be transparent. ODOT will likely receive additional State and/or Federal legislated funding, may have 

cost savings from projects, and will receive federal redistribution funds going forward. To increase 
transparency, we encourage OTC to indicate now where additional flexible funding will go. We 
recommend allocating funds to walking and biking projects that fall below the current funding cut lines, 
such as projects identified through the Oregon Community Paths, Safe Routes to Schools, and Safety 
programs. 

 
We look forward to continuing to work with you to have the transportation values of our state reflected in the 
STIP and other ODOT spending decisions to produce an equitable, healthy, and safe transportation system that 
serves the needs of all Oregonians.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
 
Michael A. Black, AICP 
Chair, Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee 
 
 
CC:  OBPAC Members 
 Travis Brouwer - ODOT Assistant Director for Revenue, Finance, and Compliance 
Karyn Criswell – ODOT Public Transportation Division Administrator 
 Susan Peithman – ODOT Public Transportation Strategic Investment Manager 
 Jessica Horning – ODOT Pedestrian & Bicycle Program Manager 
 



 

 

 

   
859 Willamette Street, Suite 500 
Eugene, OR 97401 

 
August 26, 2020 
 
Oregon Transportation Commission 
 
Dear Chair Van Brocklin and Commissioners, 
 
As Chair I am writing on behalf of the Lane Area Commission on Transportation (LaneACT). We 
appreciate the opportunity to inform development of the 2024-27 Statewide Transportation 
Improvement Program (STIP). At our August 12th meeting Oregon Department of Transportation 
(ODOT) staff presented on development of the 2024-27 STIP. This presentation provided a sense of 
overall statewide need, funding shortages, purpose of the different funding categories, funding 
allocated to each category in the 2021-24 STIP, and the STIP development timeline. As you know, the 
ACTs’ knowledge of local and regional needs is an irreplaceable asset in creating a statewide 
transportation system that is safe, efficient, and effective in achieving multiple objectives. However, 
information critical to LaneACT providing informed comment continues to remain elusive. 
 
Last year, the LaneACT  provided the following input to ODOT staff: “it is difficult for the ACT to 
respond to the question without actual data…the slides and talking points we have received from 
the Director’s Office so far describe various investment options but do not provide real numbers 
along with an analysis of the implications.” We made essentially this same request again to ODOT 

staff present on August 12th   ⎯ please provide data that the LaneACT can use to understand the 
effectiveness of current and past STIP investments. At this same meeting the ACT passed a motion 
formally requesting that the OTC grant us an additional month and provide additional data to assist 
us in providing the OTC with meaningful comments and input.  
 
At the October 2019 meeting, OTC heard concerns about limited communication between the OTC 
and the ACTs, and a growing frustration over lack of consideration and/or response to input provided 
to ODOT staff on a range of topics through various outreach efforts. In response Chair Van Brocklin 
asked Director Strickland to come back to the OTC as soon as February with a plan on how to 
address these issues. This is the last LaneACT has heard of the matter. We believe that this 
breakdown in communication makes quick and thoughtful responses to requests for input difficult 
as there is essentially no context from which to draw: the OTC does not have a solid picture of 
LaneACT’s priorities, issues, opportunities or particular challenges; and LaneACT does not have a 
solid picture of OTC’s issues and challenges, nor of the on the ground funding and policy implications 
decisions affect.  
 
The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted our transportation infrastructure weaknesses and strengths. 
Schools have become even more of a lifeline for rural communities, emphasizing the need to support 
increased safe bicycle and pedestrian routes to schools for meal and distance learning tool pick up. 
More people than ever are walking and biking, and at the same time, we are seeing more fatal 



 

 

crashes on roadways. Efficient movement of goods and services has rarely been more prescient. 
There is much of great weight for the LaneACT, and the OTC, to consider when determining funding 
priorities and how we build the needed infrastructure of the future. 
 
Finally, the LaneACT continues to request that the OTC develop illustrative funding priorities for the 
use of potential additional federal funding. Over the course of the 24-27 STIP it is likely Congress will 
act to increase federal transportation funding. We believe planning for this potential should occur 
now, rather than at the last minute, and should include input from the ACTs to thoughtfully make the 
most of new resources should they materialize. 
 
The LaneACT respectfully requests an additional month to provide input on this important topic per 
the formal motion adopted at our August 12th meeting. ODOT staff have frequently termed the 
current phase of STIP development as the “most important” phase for planning and 
implementation. We see no reason why this comment phase cannot overlap with the next phase of 
analysis necessary for ODOT staff to stay on target with the STIP timeline. Sufficient time should be 
allowed for the OTC’s Area Commissions to adequately consider their input. 
 
Respectfully, 
 

 
 
Claire Syrett, Chair 
LaneACT 



 

 

September 3, 2020 

 

To: Oregon Transportation Commission 

re     : Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC) 2024-2027 

STIP Funding Allocations 

 

Chair Van Brocklin and Commissioners - 

On August 6, 2020 the Central Lane Metropolitan Planning Organization (CLMPO) Policy Board 
received a presentation from Erik Havig of ODOT on the development of the 2024-2027 
Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP). In addition to background information, 
the presentation focused on the current phase of development of the 2024-2027 STIP, the 
funding allocation to program categories, and asked the following questions of the Policy Board: 
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In response, the Central Lane MPO submits the following comments for consideration by the 
OTC: 

1. Prioritize the Non-Highway STIP funding category. The CLMPO prioritizes the need for 
funding projects and programs in this category, such as bicycle and pedestrian projects, 
the Safe Routes to School program, and Transportation Options, and believes that more 
funding for this category will not only help the state improve its overall transportation 
system, but will also result in improvements in health, greenhouse gas emissions, and 
more. 

2. Prioritize grant programs for local governments – the Local Programs category. Local 
jurisdictions and stakeholders know best the needs and priorities on the transportation 
system that serves their constituents. Local control of transportation funding is the best 
way to ensure that those priorities are funded. 

3. The CLMPO continues to call for the OTC to determine now the use of potential 
additional funds that can be anticipated in the future, such as additional federal or state 
legislated flexible funds, cost savings from other projects, and federal redistribution 
funds. Put these funds towards programs such as Safety, Safe Routes to School 
(SRTS), and the Oregon Community Paths Program. We request that the OTC develop 
at least one funding scenario that includes additional funding above the baseline 
assumption of a ten percent reduction in federal funding. This scenario can serve as an 
illustrative list of funding priorities should additional federal funding materialize. 

4. ODOT has allowed insufficient time for stakeholders to engage in and comment on what 
ODOT itself calls this “most important” phase of development of the new STIP. The 
CLMPO looks forward to having sufficient time to engage and provide meaningful input 
as development of the 2024-2027 STIP moves forward, particularly in the area of 
providing input on specific funding priorities within each of the overall program funding 
categories. There needs to be extensive and transparent participation by stakeholders in 
the next phase of developing the STIP, the Project Selection phase. This is especially 
important within the Local Program and Non-Highway funding categories, where 
significant funding flows to local jurisdictions. 

 

The Central Lane MPO calls for the development of at least one funding scenario for the 2024-
2027 STIP that prioritizes funding for the Non-Highway and Local Program funding categories. 
In all cases, meaningful information must be brought to the OTC about the benefits and trade-
offs in any of the proposed funding scenarios, and sufficient time must be provided for 
stakeholders (including MPOs) to consider and provide input on the proposed funding 
scenarios. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide this input. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cascades West 
Area Commission on Transportation 

1400 Queen Ave. SE Suite 205A Albany, OR 97322 • 
 (541) 967-8551 • FAX (541) 967-4651 

 
Members of the Oregon Transportation Commission, 
 
This letter presents our formal comments on the previous and existing Statewide Transportation 
Improvement Program (STIP) engagement process. In anticipation of the 2024-2027 STIP 
funding assumptions and opportunities for input, the Cascades West Area Commission on 
Transportation (CWACT) has repeatedly expressed our desire to be more engaged in the 
development process over the past year. This was, in part, due to the lack of engagement the 
CWACT had in developing the list of projects in our region for the 2021-2024 STIP. However, 
our members do not feel that our views, opinions and expertise have been valued in either STIP 
process. We are requesting a larger role in project selection, more funding explicitly for CWACT 
to prioritize projects with, and an extension of the 2024-2027 process.  ACTs have a long history 
of providing local knowledge during the project selection process that we feel greatly benefitted 
our communities, and we strive to provide this service again to the State. 
 
Engagement in the current 24-27 STIP process appears to be a repeat of the engagement on the 
21-24 STIP, with a perception that the Oregon Department of Transportation already has pre-
determined outcomes, and the ACTs input is simply a rubber stamp on the process. As opposed 
to asking what facilities or funding options are lacking in our region, ODOT provides six 
categories of funds (Fix-It, Enhance, Highway, Non-Highway, Safety, Local Projects and Other), 
and then asks which categories are more important. This approach prohibits the opportunity to 
have a real discussion about our regional priorities and needs. In an increasing era of funding 
scarcity, no one would argue that we shouldn’t focus on preserving our existing assets before 
adding additional capacity. However, often times there are low cost projects that can have a large 
impact in smaller communities, or a number of projects that can be bundled together into a 
corridor project that achieves multiple stakeholder and modal objectives.   
 
Additionally, while it is important to use asset based management approaches to identifying 
deficiencies, public and ACT engagement should be given significant weight, especially in a 
state that values and prioritizes public input as much as Oregon does. While CWACT has 
continually asked for the “right” time to engage in the process, the response has been a 
constantly changing schedule and multiple opinions on how input will be used, if at all. One 
suggestion to involve ACTs in this process would be to allow ACT feedback on the metrics used 
to evaluate priorities. Alternatively, a local priority metric could be added to the decision matrix. 
CWACT requests the inclusion of at least one of these suggestions in the 2024-2027 project 
selection process. 
 
Another opportunity for greater ACT input is the selection of Leverage projects. CWACT was 
not consulted on the allocation of Leverage dollars in the 21-24 STIP and feel this was a 
significant missed opportunity to utilize the local expertise of CWACT members. The allocation 
process used by ODOT resulted in an unequal allocation of funds on similar projects in the 
region, which was identified as a concern when ODOT staff presented the project list to CWACT 



in February. CWACT proposes that the ACTs be given control of Leverage dollars, subject to 
ODOT criteria, as a way to tangibly influence the STIP project list.  Greater ACT input on 
Leverage funding would result in a more equitable distribution of funds and better alignment 
with current community needs. 

Finally, the timeline for soliciting ACT feedback is problematic itself. Despite knowing that 
many ACTs meet quarterly or bimonthly, ODOT designed an engagement process that asks for 
ACT feedback in two consecutive months (August and September). Secondly, this engagement 
timeline was shared with less than a month of forewarning, despite CWACT’s frequent requests 
over the past year to be updated on the STIP engagement timeline. CWACT had previously 
opted to cancel our regularly scheduled August meeting because it appeared that there wouldn’t 
be pressing business, and ODOT staff were present at the meetings when this decision was made. 
While we feel Region 4 Manager Savannah Crawford has been responsive to our requests for 
updates and information, there is a clear disconnect between the ODOT staff leading the STIP 
development process and the ODOT staff liaisons to the ACTs. CWACT strongly feels this 
communication disconnect needs to be addressed immediately, and requests an extension of the 
STIP development timeline by at least three months to ensure time for appropriate ACT 
consultation.  

To summarize, CWACT requests for the 24-27 STIP process are: 
1. Provide ACTs the opportunity to comment on more than just the funding categories,

returning to the ACTs a greater role in the project selection process.
2. Establish ACT control over Leverage fund allocations.
3. Extend the 24-27 STIP development timeline to provide appropriate opportunity for ACT

engagement.

CWACT urges the OTC to take the above concerns seriously and those expressed by the other 
ACTs. There appears to have been few changes made in the 24-27 STIP process compared to the 
21-24 process, despite multiple requests for changes during the October 2019 workshop in
Lebanon. Moving forward, CWACT hopes for stronger input and a clearer purpose on our role in
statewide transportation decisions.

Doug Hunt 
CWACT Executive Committee Chair 



 
 

 

 

 

July 13, 2020 
 
Oregon Transportation Commission 
 
Re: Allocation of Federal Funds in Excess of the FY24-27 STIP Forecast 
 
Chair Van Brocklin and Members of the Commission:  
 
The Oregon Metropolitan Planning Organization Consortium (OMPOC) is a partnership of all of 
Oregon’s Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs), working together on matters of mutual interest 
and statewide significance and representing approximately 70% of Oregon’s population. 
 
As the Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC) begins the process to allocate funding among 
categories and programs for the FY24-27 Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP), 
OMPOC would like to address the assumption about the available level of federal funding for that STIP. 
While we recognize that there are challenges in forecasting the anticipated amount of federal 
revenues that will be available for programming in the FY24-27 STIP, the state’s metropolitan planning 
areas do not agree with carrying forward the previous method used in the FY15-18 and FY18-21 STIP of 
only forecasting a ten percent reduction in federal funds from current levels. While we appreciate 
ODOT staff wanting to prepare for the possibility of a reduction in federal funds, Congress has 
repeatedly found ways to stabilize federal transportation funding, despite the potential Highway Trust 
Fund insolvency, and funding continues on a moderate growth trajectory. Current legislation in the 
House of Representatives would significantly increase authorization levels for federal transportation 
spending in the FY24-27 STIP timeframe. 
 
An overly conservative forecast creates an allocation approach based on scarcity with very little 
flexibility. The first use of this method for the 2015-18 STIP process coincided with the elimination of a 
funding program accessible to local agencies and more limitations on ODOT in consideration of how to 
spend funds to enhance the transportation system. 
 
OMPOC believes that a fully transparent process for allocating the FY24-27 federal funds to the 
categories and programs in the FY24-27 STIP, and eventually to projects and programs, requires explicit 
consideration of the potential allocation of federal funds in excess of the ten percent reduction 
baseline forecast. Historically, determination of how to use excess federal funds has occurred through 
a process internal to ODOT staff which has not been subject to consultation with the MPOs and other 
partners. These decisions have not always reflected local needs and priorities. OMPOC encourages a 
proactive, thoughtful, and involved process that will establish an equitable distribution of funds 
towards projects and programs that are ready to obligate within necessary timeframes. This includes, 
at a minimum, an explicit policy about the use of additional federal funds, at or above assumed 



 
 

historical levels with input from ODOT’s partners, if not an actual contingent allocation of those funds 
ahead of time. 
 
We are committed to supporting all of the system users and addressing needs across all of the travel 
modes that make up Oregon’s transportation system. We believe advanced consideration and 
cooperative development of a strategy for the potential allocation of federal funds in excess of a 10% 
reduction from current levels will lead to better use of these funds to address regional and state 
transportation priorities.  
 
We appreciate your consideration.  
 
Best, Oregon Metropolitan Planning Organization Consortium - OMPOC 
 
 
 

 



 
 

 
 
 

September 8, 2020 
 
Director Kris Strickler 
Oregon Department of Transportation 
355 Capitol Street NE, MS11 
Salem, OR 97301-3871 
 
Re: Follow Up from Oregon Transportation Commission 2024-27 STIP Presentation - July 2020 
 
Director Kris Strickler:  

 
The Oregon Metropolitan Planning Organization Consortium (OMPOC) is a partnership of all of 

Oregon’s Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs), working together on matters of mutual interest 

and statewide significance and representing approximately 70% of Oregon’s population.  
 
As the Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC) continues to deliberate the allocation of funding 
among categories and programs for the FY2024-27 Statewide Transportation Improvement Program 
(STIP), the members of OMPOC want to follow up on direction we understand the Commission 
provided to ODOT staff related to our comment letter submitted in July (attached).  

 
OMPOC submitted a comment letter addressing concerns related to the STIP development practice of 

assuming a ten percent (10%) reduction of federal revenues for those fiscal years outside a federal 
transportation reauthorization. The Commission deliberated two options for assumed federal 

revenues. While the Commission chose to continue with an assumed reduction of federal revenues, 
the Commission also acknowledged key concerns emerging from our comment letter. 

 
In response to our letter, it is our understanding that the Commission provided direction to ODOT staff 

to return to the Commission outlining a process and/or “package” of options for consideration if 
federal revenues come in higher than the assumed reduction. In reviewing the materials and listening 

to the August Commission meeting, it was not apparent that ODOT staff has yet responded to the 

Commission’s direction.  
 

OMPOC would like to get clarity as to when ODOT will bring forward a proposal on this topic for 
discussion by the Commission. We would like to see ODOT staff bring forward a proposed process and 

opportunity for comment because we believe advanced consideration and cooperative development of 
a strategy for the potential allocation of federal funds in excess of assumed levels will lead to better 

use of these funds to address shared regional and state transportation priorities.  
 

 



 
 

We appreciate your consideration.  
 

 

 
Craig Dirksen 
Chair, Oregon MPO Consortium 
 
 

encl: OMPOC Letter to Oregon Transportation Commission on Federal Funding 
 

cc: Robert Van Brocklin, Oregon Transportation Commission Chair 
  Gina Zejdlik, Interim Transportation Policy Advisor to Oregon Governor Kate Brown 

  Leah Horner, Interim Transportation Policy Advisor to Oregon Governor Kate Brown 

 



 
 

 

 

 

July 13, 2020 
 
Oregon Transportation Commission 
 
Re: Allocation of Federal Funds in Excess of the FY24-27 STIP Forecast 
 
Chair Van Brocklin and Members of the Commission:  
 
The Oregon Metropolitan Planning Organization Consortium (OMPOC) is a partnership of all of 
Oregon’s Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs), working together on matters of mutual interest 
and statewide significance and representing approximately 70% of Oregon’s population. 
 
As the Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC) begins the process to allocate funding among 
categories and programs for the FY24-27 Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP), 
OMPOC would like to address the assumption about the available level of federal funding for that STIP. 
While we recognize that there are challenges in forecasting the anticipated amount of federal 
revenues that will be available for programming in the FY24-27 STIP, the state’s metropolitan planning 
areas do not agree with carrying forward the previous method used in the FY15-18 and FY18-21 STIP of 
only forecasting a ten percent reduction in federal funds from current levels. While we appreciate 
ODOT staff wanting to prepare for the possibility of a reduction in federal funds, Congress has 
repeatedly found ways to stabilize federal transportation funding, despite the potential Highway Trust 
Fund insolvency, and funding continues on a moderate growth trajectory. Current legislation in the 
House of Representatives would significantly increase authorization levels for federal transportation 
spending in the FY24-27 STIP timeframe. 
 
An overly conservative forecast creates an allocation approach based on scarcity with very little 
flexibility. The first use of this method for the 2015-18 STIP process coincided with the elimination of a 
funding program accessible to local agencies and more limitations on ODOT in consideration of how to 
spend funds to enhance the transportation system. 
 
OMPOC believes that a fully transparent process for allocating the FY24-27 federal funds to the 
categories and programs in the FY24-27 STIP, and eventually to projects and programs, requires explicit 
consideration of the potential allocation of federal funds in excess of the ten percent reduction 
baseline forecast. Historically, determination of how to use excess federal funds has occurred through 
a process internal to ODOT staff which has not been subject to consultation with the MPOs and other 
partners. These decisions have not always reflected local needs and priorities. OMPOC encourages a 
proactive, thoughtful, and involved process that will establish an equitable distribution of funds 
towards projects and programs that are ready to obligate within necessary timeframes. This includes, 
at a minimum, an explicit policy about the use of additional federal funds, at or above assumed 



 
 

historical levels with input from ODOT’s partners, if not an actual contingent allocation of those funds 
ahead of time. 
 
We are committed to supporting all of the system users and addressing needs across all of the travel 
modes that make up Oregon’s transportation system. We believe advanced consideration and 
cooperative development of a strategy for the potential allocation of federal funds in excess of a 10% 
reduction from current levels will lead to better use of these funds to address regional and state 
transportation priorities.  
 
We appreciate your consideration.  
 
Best, Oregon Metropolitan Planning Organization Consortium - OMPOC 
 
 
 

 



This message was sent from outside the organization. Treat attachments, links and requests with caution. Be conscious of
the information you share if you respond.

From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
To: OTC Admin
Subject: OTC Comments
Date: Saturday, September 12, 2020 8:28:56 AM
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

What would you like to
do? I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject Please account for emissions reductions in all plans

Comment Please account for emissions reductions in all plans. Thank
you.

Name marna herrington

Email Address marnah@mindspring.com

Submission ID: 31e74dbd-da28-404c-a33e-735a62687414

Record ID: 21945

mailto:oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
mailto:OTCAdmin@odot.state.or.us

"What would you like to do?","Subject","Comment","Name","Email Address"
"I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.","Please account for emissions reductions in all plans","Please account for emissions reductions in all plans. Thank you.","marna herrington","marnah@mindspring.com"




This message was sent from outside the organization. Treat attachments, links and requests with caution. Be conscious of
the information you share if you respond.

From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
To: OTC Admin
Subject: OTC Comments
Date: Saturday, September 12, 2020 8:54:40 AM
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

What would
you like to
do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject Climate change

Comment
The Commission needs to ensure all plans, programs and projects
collectively and individually contribute to Oregon’s carbon emissions
reductions.

Name Gary Shaff

Email
Address Gshaff@gmail.com

Submission ID: e991a0c3-98ac-4da9-a257-1618e58617d6

Record ID: 21946

mailto:oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
mailto:OTCAdmin@odot.state.or.us

"What would you like to do?","Subject","Comment","Name","Email Address"
"I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.","Climate change","The Commission needs to ensure all plans, programs and projects collectively and individually contribute to Oregon?s carbon emissions reductions. ","Gary Shaff","Gshaff@gmail.com"




This message was sent from outside the organization. Treat attachments, links and requests with caution. Be conscious of
the information you share if you respond.

From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
To: OTC Admin
Subject: OTC Comments
Date: Saturday, September 12, 2020 9:04:32 AM
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

What
would
you like
to do?

I want to share my thoughts on an issue.

Subject Including emissions reductions in all plans

Comment

As I write this fires blaze across western Oregon and our skies are filled with
smoke. We will likely live with this for months to come because the fires are
so large, even with them contained they will continue to burn. Why has this
happened? One cause everyone agrees to is climate change. And the largest
contributor to GHG emissions in Oregon is tailpipe emissions from
transportation. The case is clear: Your agency must include the goal of
emissions reductions in all of its plans, with no exception. The Governor's
EO regarding emissions reductions already directs ODOT to work in this
direction; the fires burning our state and taking citizens' property and lives
demand it. Thank you for your attention.

Name Robert Kugler

Email
Address kugler@lclark.edu

Submission ID: db014ea2-6000-4dbf-ab00-5ae79a89636c

Record ID: 21947

mailto:oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
mailto:OTCAdmin@odot.state.or.us

"What would you like to do?","Subject","Comment","Name","Email Address"
"I want to share my thoughts on an issue.","Including emissions reductions in all plans","As I write this fires blaze across western Oregon and our skies are filled with smoke. We will likely live with this for months to come because the fires are so large, even with them contained they will continue to burn.

Why has this happened? One cause everyone agrees to is climate change. And the largest contributor to GHG emissions in Oregon is tailpipe emissions from transportation.

The case is clear: Your agency must include the goal of emissions reductions in all of its plans, with no exception. The Governor's EO regarding emissions reductions already directs ODOT to work in this direction; the fires burning our state and taking citizens' property and lives demand it.

Thank you for your attention.","Robert Kugler","kugler@lclark.edu"




This message was sent from outside the organization. Treat attachments, links and requests with caution. Be conscious of
the information you share if you respond.

From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
To: OTC Admin
Subject: OTC Comments
Date: Saturday, September 12, 2020 9:16:31 AM
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

What would you like to do? I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject Climate

Comment Care about climate and the internet

Name claire cohen

Email Address clasico18@msn.com

Submission ID: 43b71945-e310-40b8-b0b4-ec86fc692f94

Record ID: 21948

mailto:oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
mailto:OTCAdmin@odot.state.or.us

"What would you like to do?","Subject","Comment","Name","Email Address"
"I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.","Climate","Care about climate and the internet","claire cohen","clasico18@msn.com"




This message was sent from outside the organization. Treat attachments, links and requests with caution. Be conscious of
the information you share if you respond.

From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
To: OTC Admin
Subject: OTC Comments
Date: Saturday, September 12, 2020 11:03:41 AM
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

What
would you
like to do?

I want to share my thoughts on an issue.

Subject Climate Change

Comment
ODOT should be planning for a future in which fossil fuel use is reduced
and ultimately eliminated. Think "green house gas emission reduction" in
all plans. Thanks.

Name Mike Beilstein

Email
Address mikebeilstein@yahoo.com

Submission ID: 3462f59f-07b0-4ade-8d99-f32ad147fe8f

Record ID: 21949

mailto:oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
mailto:OTCAdmin@odot.state.or.us

"What would you like to do?","Subject","Comment","Name","Email Address"
"I want to share my thoughts on an issue.","Climate Change","ODOT should be planning for a future in which fossil fuel use is reduced and ultimately eliminated.  Think ""green house gas emission reduction"" in all plans.  Thanks.","Mike Beilstein","mikebeilstein@yahoo.com"




This message was sent from outside the organization. Treat attachments, links and requests with caution. Be conscious of
the information you share if you respond.

From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
To: OTC Admin
Subject: OTC Comments
Date: Saturday, September 12, 2020 4:37:05 PM
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject green house gas emissions reduction

Comment

It is past time for us to make serious gains on runaway climate change.
Transportation is the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions, and you
must account for emission reductions in all of your planning from today
forward. We need to be carbon neutral as quickly as humanly possible and
this depends on your decisions today onward. Thank you for taking this
matter as seriously as climate change demands.

Name kim davis

Email
Address k.mdavis@yahoo.com

Submission ID: 5e9d6be6-679c-4245-9df4-88a92294c06c

Record ID: 21958

mailto:oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
mailto:OTCAdmin@odot.state.or.us

"What would you like to do?","Subject","Comment","Name","Email Address"
"I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.","green house gas emissions reduction","It is past time for us to make serious gains on runaway climate change. Transportation is the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions, and you must account for emission reductions in all of your planning from today forward. We need to be carbon neutral as quickly as humanly possible and this depends on your decisions today onward. Thank you for taking this matter as seriously as climate change demands.","kim davis","k.mdavis@yahoo.com"




This message was sent from outside the organization. Treat attachments, links and requests with caution. Be conscious of
the information you share if you respond.

From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
To: OTC Admin
Subject: OTC Comments
Date: Saturday, September 12, 2020 10:00:31 PM
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject Project Planning should Include GH Emissions Reduction

Comment

Urging ODOT to include potential greenhouse gas emissions, and also
reduction and / or mitigation efforts for these potential emissions with every
project plan. Is ODOT already doing this in conjunction with EO 20-04 of
earlier this year?

Name Bobbee Murr

Email
Address bobbeemurr@gmail.com

Submission ID: 36231405-1eab-478c-b64e-84927c9b413d

Record ID: 21959

mailto:oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
mailto:OTCAdmin@odot.state.or.us

"What would you like to do?","Subject","Comment","Name","Email Address"
"I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.","Project Planning should Include GH Emissions Reduction","Urging ODOT to include potential greenhouse gas emissions, and also reduction and / or mitigation efforts for these potential emissions with every project plan. Is ODOT already doing this in conjunction with EO 20-04 of earlier this year?","Bobbee Murr","bobbeemurr@gmail.com"




This message was sent from outside the organization. Treat attachments, links and requests with caution. Be conscious of
the information you share if you respond.

From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
To: OTC Admin
Subject: OTC Comments
Date: Sunday, September 13, 2020 7:26:37 AM
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject Governor’s EO on GHG emissions

Comment

The destruction of wildfires is directly linked the the growing climate
emergency. The OTC need to radically change the focus of planning to
reducing greenhouse gas emissions. If ODOT and the OTC don’t
enthusiastically implement the Governor’s executive order of March they
should be defunded.

Name Phil Carver

Email
Address Philiphcarver@gmail.com

Submission ID: 46308061-c5fe-4ea7-a93d-d3641dcd3e14

Record ID: 21960

mailto:oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
mailto:OTCAdmin@odot.state.or.us

"What would you like to do?","Subject","Comment","Name","Email Address"
"I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.","Governor?s EO on GHG emissions ","The destruction of wildfires is directly linked the the growing climate emergency. The OTC need to radically change the focus of planning to reducing greenhouse gas emissions. If ODOT and the OTC don?t enthusiastically implement the Governor?s executive order of March they should be defunded. ","Phil Carver ","Philiphcarver@gmail.com"




This message was sent from outside the organization. Treat attachments, links and requests with caution. Be conscious of
the information you share if you respond.

From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
To: OTC Admin
Subject: OTC Comments
Date: Sunday, September 13, 2020 9:55:08 AM
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

What
would you
like to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject Emission Reductions

Comment
ODOT must strengthen emission reduction standards and implement
measures that will help lessen the devastating impacts of climate change in
our state.

Name Nancy C Fleming

Email
Address nflemingrn@aol.com

Submission ID: e1b19f24-c3f2-42de-ab6d-033c42682369

Record ID: 21961

mailto:oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
mailto:OTCAdmin@odot.state.or.us

"What would you like to do?","Subject","Comment","Name","Email Address"
"I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.","Emission Reductions","ODOT must strengthen emission reduction standards and implement measures that will help lessen the devastating impacts of climate change in our state.","Nancy C Fleming","nflemingrn@aol.com"




This message was sent from outside the organization. Treat attachments, links and requests with caution. Be conscious of
the information you share if you respond.

From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
To: OTC Admin
Subject: OTC Comments
Date: Sunday, September 13, 2020 2:43:57 PM
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject Reduction of Greenhouse Gases - 2024-2027 STIP package

Comment

Commissioners, The highest priority for the 2024-2027 STIP package must
be the reduction of Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) in compliance with the
Governor's Executive Order. It will be important for ODOT to demonstrate
that GHG reduction has affected all elements of policy & execution - but
particularly budgets and investments. The 2021-2024 STIP is a failure of
planning and priorities and is expected to increase GHG emissions from
Oregon's transportation sector. We cannot and must not repeat that failure in
the 2024-2027 STIP package. We have to focus on #1) Maintenance and #2)
Projects that reduce GHG emissions like transit, biking, and walking - that is,
robustly funding the Non-Highway category of STIP projects. We need
projects that reduce vehicle miles traveled, reduce the carbon intensity of
fuels, and that enable a rapid transition to zero-emission technologies. Lastly,
in addition to reduction of GHGs, the 2024-2027 STIP package needs to
substantively improve transportation equity outcomes by ensuring that all
Oregonians can get safely, affordably, and conveniently where we need to
go. Thank you for your attention.

Name Daniel Frye

Email
Address danieldfrye@gmail.com

Submission ID: 9a323bc8-b948-4bbb-ab1b-ced868455d24

Record ID: 21965

mailto:oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
mailto:OTCAdmin@odot.state.or.us

"What would you like to do?","Subject","Comment","Name","Email Address"
"I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.","Reduction of Greenhouse Gases - 2024-2027 STIP package","Commissioners,
     The highest priority for the 2024-2027 STIP package must be the reduction of Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) in compliance with the Governor's Executive Order.  It will be important for ODOT to demonstrate that GHG reduction has affected all elements of policy & execution - but particularly budgets and investments.
     The 2021-2024 STIP is a failure of planning and priorities and is expected to increase GHG emissions from Oregon's transportation sector.   We cannot and must not repeat that failure in the 2024-2027 STIP package.  We have to focus on #1) Maintenance and #2) Projects that reduce GHG emissions like transit, biking, and walking - that is, robustly funding the Non-Highway category of STIP projects.  We need projects that reduce vehicle miles traveled, reduce the carbon intensity of fuels, and that enable a rapid transition to zero-emission technologies.
     Lastly, in addition to reduction of GHGs, the 2024-2027 STIP package needs to substantively improve transportation equity outcomes by ensuring that all Oregonians can get safely, affordably, and conveniently where we need to go.

Thank you for your attention.","Daniel Frye","danieldfrye@gmail.com"




 

Douglas County Global Warming Coalition  
143 SE Lane Avenue 
Roseburg, OR 97470 
DCglobalwarmingcoalition@gmail.org 
http://www.douglascountyglobalwarmingcoalition.com/ 
 
Mission - A catalyst for: 

Promoting a healthy climate for our community and future generations. 
Identifying and sharing solutions through awareness, advocacy, and 
collaboration. 

 
 
When done, attach at this web site: https://www.oregon.gov/odot/Get-Involved/Pages/OTC-
Comments.aspx?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=b1ba47ce-d24c-454d-a3a6-8e2c569ea4f1 
 
 
As we write this, we are seeing devastating deadly fires all around us, which serve as 

unfortunate examples of how climate change is changing lives and our world.  In 2010 the 

legislature adopted climate goals, yet in the ten years since their adoption, our greenhouse gas 

emissions have increased.  While this is a world-wide problem, we must do our part, and need 

leadership to show how it can be done.  With an estimated 40 percent of greenhouse gas 

emissions due to transportation, you must stake out a clear path that will lead us to a cleaner, 

more prosperous future.  While this may not be the easy path and demands a new way of 

thinking about transportation projects and their impacts, it is increasingly becoming urgent.  

Indeed, putting this off or taking less drastic actions promise to only prolong the impacts and 

lead to even more drastic actions in the future. 

 
We must create systems that lead towards the healthy, prosperous, equitable future which we 

want that provides pollution free, safe movement for all, rich and poor, urban and rural, from 

farmers to high tech executives, from children going to school, to freight haulers bringing in 

goods from out of state. 

mailto:DCglobalwarmingcoalition@gmail.org


 
The upcoming STIP round provides the opportunity to begin to re-orient our transportation 

system to face the issue directly and look to a better future.  The longer we remain with the 

status quo, the harder it will be to adapt in the future.  Simply put, it is time to step away from 

the past and embrace the future and adapt now to the new realities.  As changes occur almost 

daily, we must acknowledge that all is not known about what the future may bring, but we 

must begin now to make serious changes to our transportation system and our communities.  

The STIP process must be flexible to allow applications that have not been accepted before but 

which address the need to address the challenge.  Carbon-free projects addressing 

electrification of the system, micro-mobility, transit, and creative ideas best left to the 

community should be encouraged. 

 

Just as ODOT has continually adapted to community needs and economic realities while 

building and maintaining the current system, the STIP must reflect the ability to adapt to 

prioritize greenhouse gas reduction in every project and every activity.  Every activity must 

enhance our environment, and lead to a built-environment that is sustainable, equitable, 

pleasant to use, attractive, economical for all users, and appropriate in its scale, location, and 

impacts to all people and places. 

No longer should projects look at “improvements” that merely speed up the flow of single-

occupancy, emission emitting vehicles.  We do need to take care of what we have built to date.   

However, all other projects must help reduce VMT in the short term and long term.  The 

upcoming STIP must also fully endorse a transportation system built on electrification.  Further, 

incentives must be built-in that make the right choice the easy choice as people choose their 



personal transportation choices, as cities plan and develop, and as developers build and change 

our buildings and landscapes. 

 
The OTC has the opportunity to make the decision to set us on a path to the desired future.  It is 

imperative that we get ahead of the curve to save money in the long run by investing in the 

future transportation system now.  The talent, knowledge, skills, and imagination of ODOT 

employees must be utilized to the process of re-imagining and re-constructing the 

transportation system. 

Sincerely, 

Stuart Liebowitz 
For the Douglas County Global Warming Coalition 

 



This message was sent from outside the organization. Treat attachments, links and requests with caution. Be conscious of
the information you share if you respond.

From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
To: OTC Admin
Subject: OTC Comments
Date: Sunday, September 13, 2020 6:12:07 PM
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

What
would you
like to do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.

Subject OTC September 17 meeting

Comment
Reduction of green house gases must be a priority in all projects. The Word
Document attachment gives the Douglas County Global Warming
Coalition's full comments.

Name Stuart Liebowitz

Email
Address dcglobalwarmingcoalition@gmail.com

Uploaded Files:

OTC 2024-2027 STIP letter .docx

Submission ID: 2f145d9f-1daa-4dc3-b8cc-d6832b0c8043

Record ID: 21971

mailto:oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
mailto:OTCAdmin@odot.state.or.us
https://www.oregon.gov/odot/_vti_bin/FormBuilder/FileSafeDownload.svc/fb5efdbd-865d-4a9c-bf3e-59dad41f4194

"What would you like to do?","Subject","Comment","Name","Email Address"
"I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan.","OTC September 17 meeting","Reduction of green house gases must be a priority in all projects.  The Word Document attachment gives the Douglas County Global Warming Coalition's full comments.","Stuart Liebowitz","dcglobalwarmingcoalition@gmail.com"




This message was sent from outside the organization. Treat attachments, links and requests with caution. Be conscious of
the information you share if you respond.

From: oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
To: OTC Admin
Subject: OTC Comments
Date: Sunday, September 13, 2020 8:37:49 PM
Attachments: formsubmission.csv

What
would
you like
to do?

I want to share my thoughts on an issue.

Subject OCAP and fossil fuel emissions

Comment

We can no longer build roads to accommodate growth because we cannot
keep increasing transportation emissions. We have to do everything we can
to reduce our greenhouse gas emissions, the largest portion of which are
associated with transport. Your plans need to reflect a commitment to
reducing our emissions and we need to realize that result from them.

Name Kirk Leonard

Email
Address kirkleon@peak.org

Submission ID: 3135f37a-c603-4dec-833e-f36c8000828b

Record ID: 21972

mailto:oregon-gov-web-services@egov.com
mailto:OTCAdmin@odot.state.or.us

"What would you like to do?","Subject","Comment","Name","Email Address"
"I want to share my thoughts on an issue.","OCAP and fossil fuel emissions","We can no longer build roads to accommodate growth because we cannot keep increasing transportation emissions. We have to do everything we can to reduce our greenhouse gas emissions, the largest portion of which are associated with transport. Your plans need to reflect a commitment to reducing our emissions and we need to realize that result from them. ","Kirk Leonard","kirkleon@peak.org"




 
September 14th, 2020 

 

SUBJECT: Adjust STIP for GHG compliance 

TO: Oregon Global Warming Commission 

FROM: Richenda Fairhurst,  

Co-Chair, Southwestern Oregon Chapter of The Climate Reality Project. 

669 Prim Street 

Ashland, OR 97520 

 

Greetings from rural Oregon. I write on behalf of the Southwestern Oregon Chapter of The 

Climate Reality Project. Our members live across rural Oregon, including in John Day, Bend, 

Sisters, Albany, Eugene, Brookings, Klamath Falls, and Ashland, Oregon. 

 

This letter is a statement of support for the excellent comments of the Oregon Environmental 

Council and its Transportation Program Director, Sara Wright, submitted September 4.  

 

We, too, see the “fundamental need to reimagine or transportation system.” Our transportation 

system was developed for a world that no longer exists. Our roads and infrastructure were not 

built for the storms, the floods, and the heat that is our new normal. Not only was this 

infrastructure not build for our new climate, they contributed to it. 

 

We, too, agree that “ODOT needs to immediately pursue major changes to agency plans, policies 

and practices to implement the Statewide Transportation Strategy” in order to meet the GHG 

reductions mandated in the Executive Order. But even with the race to reduce emissions set out 

in the EO, it does not go far enough. We must be more proactive, still, and recognize that the 

whole system must be rethought, reworked, and re-formed if we are to be address the crisis. 

 

We must convert to green, renewables such as EVs. We must NEVER AGAIN rely in any way 

on fossil fuels. We must ensure people of all incomes and residing in all areas have equal access 

to the better future we are planning. We must be sure to allocate dollars to rural Oregon, where 

public transit is not available and charging stations must be built from the ground up. Highway 

expansion is money thrown backwards at the 1950s. We must NOT do that. Instead we must 

remove as many roads as possible, adding green spaces to the cities and true clean transportation 

alternatives to our everyday lives. 

 

Revise the Immediate Opportunity Fund to bring future business to the future in Oregon. We 

must not become a decaying relic of the industrial age, but a national example of the future of 

good living and good business. Revise STIP to ensure adequate funds flow toward the needed 

future, and are not consigned to a dead-end past. Thank you. 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

September 14, 2020 
 
 
Dear Commissioners: 
 
Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the upcoming round of 
Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP). We offer these 
comments as you prepare to determine the priorities of the STIP in light of 
current trends and conditions. 
 
Changes are needed 
While the STIP has been effective in creating the current system, we now 
understand the current system is not economically nor environmentally 
sustainable. The system must be re-oriented to reflect what we now know: 

• Climate disruption and changes required to greatly reduce the 
effects; 

• Worsening economic disparities; 
• Increased population density; 
• Generational changes that fully recognize the need for changes and 

are moving away from private vehicle ownership, especially in 
urban areas. 

 
Changes must lead to the future we want 
        The STIP and other process must lead towards a cleaner, healthier 
system. This is a fundamental necessity in any meaningful planning process 
for future infrastructure improvement. 
 
We need to move to electrification now 
        Whether through tax incentives or rebates or by building out the charging 
infrastructure or by prioritizing wind, solar, hydro, or thermal energy systems, 
this is mandatory if we mean to pass a livable planet on to our next 
generations. 
 



Incentives can help 
 The new system must build in incentives that make the right choice the 
easy choice. For example, structure vehicle fees based on size, weight, fuel 
type, EPA rating etc. Create incentives to make it easier to get around on foot, 
via a bicycle, on an electric bicycle, or with new mobility devices or any means 
that has minimal greenhouse gas emissions.   
 
Finally, we would encourage you to look broadly at what the transportation 
system can and will do to our landscapes, our lives, and the health and 
prosperity of all Oregonians. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Dick Dolgonas 
For Bike Walk Roseburg 
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What would you
like to do? I want to share my thoughts on an issue.

Subject Climate change/global warming

Comment Please consider greenhouse gas emissions and the reduction therein in
all relevant plans you are considering.

Name Brenda Peterson

Email Address brendap21@hotmail.com
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From: John McLean
To: OTC Admin
Subject: 2024 - 2027 Stateide Transportation Improvement Program
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 7:36:05 AM

This message was sent from outside the organization. Treat attachments, links and requests with caution. Be
conscious of the information you share if you respond.

Dear Commission members,

   As the catastrophic wildfires currently burning in Oregon graphically illustrate, the number one issue  for the
allocation of transportation funds now and into the future is global climate change.   We must seek to reduce vehicle
miles traveled and promote expanded public transportation options.  We must aggressively push the natural
evolution of an electrified transportation infrastructure and de-incentivize the private ownership of enormous fuel
inefficient vehicles for private transportation.

Thank you for your consideration,

John McLean
Roseburg, Oregon

mailto:mcleanjohn878@gmail.com
mailto:OTCAdmin@odot.state.or.us


Given that transportation system needs exceed available funding, how would you recommend the OTC make 

trade-offs when deciding how to allocate limited funding? 

Transportation accounts for 34% of Oregon's GHG emissions.  That's more than 

transportation's percentage of total US emissions, at 28%.  Presently, Oregonians are 

suffering the worst wildfires in Oregon's history.  The entire west coast population is 

either breathing or trying not to breathe hazardous smoke particulate.  We live in the 

unprecedented times scientists have been warning us about for decades.  We need our 

leaders to take unprecedented, bold and immediate action.   

That is why my answer to the above question put forward by the commission is as 

follows.  Call a moratorium on all new road construction unless an under-served area 

needs a road for future emergency evacuation.  No new roads would include no new 

lanes to already existing roads/highways, unless for exclusive use by rapid transit. 

Make mass transit and bicycle and pedestrian paths the priority in transportation 

planning.  Create policies and take actions that make these choices economical, 

attractive, time efficient, safe and enjoyable.  More outreach and wider education is key. 

Be an example.  Incentivize civic and industry leaders and government agency 

employees to use alternative transportation regularly. 

Build bicycle paths that are safely situated at a distance from motorized vehicles that 

move people through as well as between towns.  This appeals to  families who otherwise 

back away from using bike lanes next to fast moving traffic. 

As you know, world scientists warn that the earth's temperature cannot rise more than 

1.5 degrees Celsius above the temperature level of the pre-industrial era.  We are already 

hovering at slightly more than 1 degree Celsius over pre-industrial times.  The future 

damage by gases we've already released but are not yet in their stratospheric position to 

do their dangerous warming, behooves us to drastically reduce emissions, now. 

A Forbes article dated July 9, 2020 reported on a recently published paper by the World 

Meteorological Organization (WMO) that “. . .  annual global temperature is likely to be 

at least 1°C warmer than pre-industrial levels (defined as the 1850-1900 average) in 

each of the coming five years.” 

The report also predicts a “roughly 70% chance that the 1.5°C cap will be eclipsed in 

one or more months in those five years.” 

We are headed for more climate related tragedies.  If we don't do something immediately 

https://hadleyserver.metoffice.gov.uk/wmolc/WMO_GADCU_2019.pdf
https://hadleyserver.metoffice.gov.uk/wmolc/WMO_GADCU_2019.pdf


to drastically reduce our emissions, we are potentially allowing greater and greater 

danger as the global temperature continues to rise.  We must do something effective. The 

something we do may seem too drastic to us.  Too drastic for business as usual or 

economic viability.  But worsening droughts, storms, sea surges, wildfires etc., are 

drastic also, and affect all the seemingly important parts of modern civilization we are 

worried climate action will disrupt.  If we truly love our children and their children, 

wouldn't we do anything, even to the point of doing what's not as convenient, not as 

easy, perhaps even the impossible if it has any chance of allowing them even close to a 

sustainable planet?   

Children need to know and see us take bold, life changing action.  They need to see us 

be resilient, innovative, courageous, and persevering in order to learn how to meet the 

challenges in their futures.   We must not let them down.   We can't allow this incredible 

planet to go to waste because we are timid.  Please act boldly and immediately.   

I end with a quote from WMO Secretary-General Petteri Taalas:“Whilst COVID-19 has 

caused a severe international health and economic crisis, failure to tackle climate change 

may threaten human well-being, ecosystems and economies for centuries.  Governments 

should use the opportunity to embrace climate action as part of recovery programs and 

ensure that we grow back better.”   

 



  

         
 

 

 

Transmittal 

DATE:  September 11, 2020  

TO:   Oregon Transportation Commission  

FROM:   Claire Syrett – LaneACT Chair     
 
RE:    Questions to inform development the 2024-27 STIP                                                           

Attached are LaneACT’s responses to the questions ODOT staff provided to help the OTC 

in developing the 2024-27 STIP.  

Because of the short timeframe for responding, we were not able to prepare responses 

in time for them to be included in the OTC agenda packet for the September 17 

meeting.  We’re relying on ODOT staff to provide them to you for consideration in 

advance of the meeting. 

The LaneACT met on September 9 to discuss and approve these responses.  

Unfortunately we didn’t have a quorum.  Many members were absent because of 

impacts on them personally due to the wildfires burning in the area.  At least one 

member was evacuated from their home.  Consequently, these responses were not 

formally approved by the LaneACT.  They do not necessarily represent a consensus 

opinion of all the members. 

We hope we will have additional opportunities to provide the OTC with input.  If you 

haven’t seen it already, please review the letter I sent to the OTC previously, dated 

August 26.  It requests more data and analysis from ODOT staff to better inform our 

responses, and more time to provide more thorough responses.  

Attached   

LaneACT responses (3 pages) [break]

 
895 Willamette Street, Suite 500, Eugene, Oregon 97401-2910 
541.682.4283 (office) 
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Questions to inform development of the 2024-27 STIP 

Responses from LaneACT – September 11, 2020 

Question 1 

What are the highest priority transportation needs for funding statewide, and how 

should the OTC allocate funding between modes of transportation and categories of 

funding to meet the state’s goals? 

Note: The different modes of transportation include: motorized vehicles (highways), 

bicycles and pedestrians, public transportation, rail, aviation. 

RESPONSE: 

The LaneACT believes all modes of transportation are important.  Because we are so 

dependent on highways, maintaining the existing system is clearly important.  However, 

because changes in the economy and society are affecting travel behavior, the LaneACT 

believes the state needs to rebalance its priorities.  Making it easier to drive shouldn’t 

necessarily be the top priority.  There needs to be more investment in bicycle and 

pedestrian facilities, transit, and rail.   

Question 2 

How should the OTC allocate funding among Fix-It, Safety, and Highway Enhance 

programs to meet statewide goals and needs? 

RESPONSE: 

The LaneACT agrees the top priorities for the state should continue to be maintenance 

and preservation (Fix-It) of the existing system, and improvements to the existing 

system that address safety concerns.  These were OTC priorities in previous STIPs.  

Because this consumes such a large portion of the budget, the LaneACT understands 

there is relatively little funding remaining for Highway Enhance.  The LaneACT also 

understands that other programs that are important to the LaneACT (bike & ped, safe 

routes to schools, Active Transportation Leverage, and transit) are funded through the 

Non-Highway Program, which is not addressed in this question.       
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Question 3 

How should the OTC target non-highway spending to address statewide goals and 

needs? 

Note: Non-highway programs include (1) public transportation, (2) bicycle and 

pedestrian, and (3) transportation options.  Transportation Options (T.O.) includes (a) 

public outreach and education to promote carpooling, vanpooling, biking, walking and 

transit options, and (b) managing the statewide ride matching database (Get There) to 

help people connect with carpools, vanpools and other travel options. 

RESPONSE: 

The LaneACT recognizes the importance of all these programs.  Without data and 

analysis from ODOT staff it’s difficult for the ACT to recommend program priorities or 

funding distributions. For instance, a gap analysis of some kind comparing the historical 

levels of investment to the unmet needs for each program would help inform the 

discussion.  A benefit-cost analysis would also be helpful. 

Denise – please see my added response below. I think members offered some responses 

at the recent meeting that could be put here.  

Question 4 

Given that transportation system needs exceed available funding, how would you 

recommend the OTC make tradeoffs when deciding how to allocate limited funding? 

RESPONSE: 

The LaneACT appreciates the difficult task the OTC has in making these complex funding 

decisions.  As discussed in the response to the previous question, we assume ODOT staff 

will provide the OTC with data and analysis to help inform and simplify the decisions.  

The LaneACT could provide more meaningful input if this information was available 

now.  We hope we will have another opportunity to comment when this information is 

available.    

Several members of the Lane ACT advocated for reprioritizing funding new 

bike/ped/transit infrastructure over creating increased capacity on highway or major 

roadways. They cited the current extreme weather that lead to the fires burning nearby 

as evidence that climate change is impacting our communities now and transportation 
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planning needs to account for this new normal. They expressed a position that building 

more capacity for cars and trucks should not be set as the first priority. Instead other 

modes of transit should be prioritized first.  

Additional comments 

1. The Central Lane MPO (CLMPO) Metropolitan Policy Committee (MPC) recently 

submitted their responses to these same questions.  A number of LaneACT members 

agreed with the feedback they provided to the OTC.  The following is a summary of 

their key points:        

 Prioritize grant programs for local governments.  

 Prioritize Non-Highway funding.  Re-establish the STIP Enhance Non-Highway 

funding category that was included in previous STIPs.  

 In addition to increasing the funding levels for Local and Non-Highway programs, 

the process of selecting projects should be more transparent and involve local 

stakeholders. 

 Be prepared for the possibility of additional federal funds being available instead 

of only being prepared for reductions. Determine in advance how potential 

additional funds will be used.  This includes additional federal or state flexible 

funds, cost savings from other projects, and federal redistribution funds.  Allocate 

these funds to Safety, Safe Routes to School (SRTS), and the Oregon Community 

Paths Program. 

 The short timeframe provided for responding to these questions is not sufficient 

for stakeholders to engage in and comment on what ODOT itself calls this “most 

important” phase in developing the new STIP. 

2. Technology, the economy and society are changing rapidly. ODOT policies and 

practices don’t reflect these changes.  Micromobility, for instance, is an emerging 

trend that isn’t addressed in ODOT plans and policies.  In order to adapt, we need to 

make adjustments to the system. We can’t simply keep doing what we’ve always 

done.   

3. Airports are important too.  The state needs a dedicated funding source for aviation. 

Airports are critical infrastructure.  They’re used for fighting fires and responding to 

other natural disasters. 
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September 14, 2020 

 

Oregon Transportation Commission 

355 Capitol Street, NE MS 11 

Salem, Oregon 97301 

  

Dear Chair Van Brocklin and members of the Oregon Transportation Commission, 

 

Oregon faces an acute pandemic and associated economic crisis, a long-building transportation 

funding crisis, and a climate crisis that makes the other crises look small. We also face a 

reckoning with centuries of racial injustice and widening economic inequity. It is clear that 

transportation business as usual has failed Oregonians living here now and into the future.  

 

The Oregon Transportation Commission has a choice. You can continue leading ODOT on a 

trajectory that veers only slightly from the past, changing only incrementally. For example, 

reducing greenhouse gas emissions from project construction is valuable and necessary, but 

does nothing to reduce the enormous greenhouse gas pollution produced by the operations of 

the status quo transportation system.  This trajectory will feel safe and comfortable, because we 

have all accepted as normal the enormous expense of road-building, the air toxics, the 

greenhouse gas pollution, the traffic death, and the marginalization of the lives of people who do 

not have access to driving a private vehicle. The profound impacts of the status quo have become 

invisible to us.  

 

Or you can choose to take a different approach. You can choose to spend ODOT’s billions of 

dollars on work that provides more jobs per dollar, makes real change in communities, reduces 

our reliance on driving, and reduces not only our greenhouse gas pollution but also our exposure 

to air pollution and our risk of death on our streets. ODOT must meaningfully focus on 

maintaining, retrofitting and thoughtfully rebuilding the transportation system to support 

Oregonians of all ages and abilities to get safely, affordably, and conveniently where we need to 

go, without burdening our communities with air pollution, traffic injuries and deaths, and the 

profound impacts of climate change.  

 

This choice is embedded in many of the decisions the OTC is considering now and over the next 

few years. For example, the following issues require immediate attention from the OTC.  

● Large-Scale Road Usage Charging. ODOT is developing 2021 legislation that would 

require fuel-efficient vehicles to enroll in the OReGO road user charge program rather 

than pay the gas tax, thereby increasing the operating costs for vehicles that burn less 

fossil fuel. The transition to a road user charge, rather than narrowly focused on 

collecting revenue, should be structured from the beginning to not only support a strong 



transportation system, but also support the reduction of both VMT and greenhouse gas 

emissions without burdening low-income Oregonians. The legislation as it stands fails to 

seize the extraordinary opportunity for Oregon to take a national leadership role in 

establishing a progressive, equitable, sustainable, and efficient approach to 

transportation revenue. We recommend restructuring this legislation to include 

progressivity and pricing of emissions. 

● Development of the 2024-2027 Statewide Transportation Improvement 

Plan. The process of creating the next STIP offers the OTC an opportunity to prioritize 

scenarios that significantly address equity and climate outcomes. These projects will 

affect transportation patterns for decades, and if the OTC is taking the climate crisis 

seriously, these should look very different from past STIP packages, prioritizing 

emissions reduction and implementation of the Statewide Transportation Strategy (STS). 

● Target new federal money to greenhouse gas pollution reduction. Prioritize 

spending of stimulus and other new federal money for projects that implement the STS. 

● Establish OTC policy on greenhouse gas pollution reduction. OTC should adopt 

a formal policy authorizing, directing and encouraging ODOT staff to meaningfully 

implement the STS. Without strong and clear leadership on this, ODOT staff - as well as 

the agency's partners and stakeholders - will continue with business-as-usual, awaiting 

formal changes to agency plans, policies and procedures before addressing this issue.  

It is time to think differently about transportation investments and take a new approach that is 

more efficient, centers health and equity as non-negotiable outcomes, and prioritizes climate 

change mitigation. We ask that the Oregon Transportation Commission take bold action to leave 

behind the status quo and immediately pursue major changes to agency plans, policies and 

practices to implement the Statewide Transportation Strategy to reduce greenhouse gas 

pollution. Thank you for considering our comments, and we look forward to supporting this 

work. 

Sincerely, 

 

Sara Wright 

Transportation Program Director 

Oregon Environmental Council 

 

 

 

Victoria Paykar 

Oregon Transportation Policy Manager 

Climate Solutions 
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What
would
you like
to do?

I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.

Subject STIP

Comment

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the STIP. I appreciate ODOT
and OTC’s focus on the Governor’s Executive Order 20-04 to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. I know you have heard all of the reasons we need
to do this and this month of wildfires clearly demonstrates a need for action
and for disaster preparation to deal with the effects. I live in NE Portland and
commuted to Nike in Beaverton for 16 years. Fourteen miles round trip
produced a ton and a half of CO2 emissions each year. Then I saw Al Gore’s
‘Inconvenient Truth’ and panicked. I knew I had to take some action. I
bought a bike and used my Nike provided Tri Met pass. I needed both
because I never got strong enough to ride over Sylvan Hill. This doubled my
commute time so I let it substitute for my gym workouts. We need the STIP
to give priority to projects that support mass transit and multi-modal
transportation. This is essential for people. I had many close calls on my bike
and need safe bike lanes especially in suburban areas where cars rule. We
also need multi-modal transportation for freight so we can phase off of
polluting diesel to use rail and electric trucks. I urge you to prioritize the
2024-2027 STIP projects for mass transit, bike lanes, and EVs. I retired from
Nike to work full time on climate and greenhouse gas emissions reductions. I
still have my bike, four bus routes within blocks, and five grocery stores
within a mile walk. I know I do not need a car but I got my driver’s license in
1963 and struggle with severing that tie. Help me kick my driving habit with
good urban planning and ever improving mass transit and good bike lanes.
Even the bike lanes need to be paved and we will not be able to give up roads
so I ask that you look at another way to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
comply with the Governor’s EO. We can reduce CO2 emissions by deciding
to build with low carbon concrete and asphalt. I’ve attached an article about
reducing emissions up to 50% this way. I’m sure you have experts who are
exploring this. My mother was Director of the Washington Aggregate and
Concrete Association so I went of OCAPA for information. Here is a list of
local Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) suppliers
https://www.ocapa.net/oregon-concrete-epds. I know you are familiar with
energy efficient building please apply these standards to our roads. I also
know these materials may cost more until the demand increases. As a tax
payer I see this as more cost effective in the long run. Every ton of CO2 we
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"I want to comment on a Commission agenda topic.","STIP","Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the STIP.  I appreciate ODOT and OTC?s focus on the Governor?s Executive Order 20-04 to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.  I know you have heard all of the reasons we need to do this and this month of wildfires clearly demonstrates a need for action and for disaster preparation to deal with the effects. 

I live in NE Portland and commuted to Nike in Beaverton for 16 years.  Fourteen miles round trip produced a ton and a half of CO2 emissions each year.  Then I saw Al Gore?s ?Inconvenient Truth? and panicked.  I knew I had to take some action.  I bought a bike and used my Nike provided Tri Met pass.  I needed both because I never got strong enough to ride over Sylvan Hill. This doubled my commute time so I let it substitute for my gym workouts.  

We need the STIP to give priority to projects that support mass transit and multi-modal transportation.  This is essential for people.  I had many close calls on my bike and need safe bike lanes especially in suburban areas where cars rule.  We also need multi-modal transportation for freight so we can phase off of polluting diesel to use rail and electric trucks.

I urge you to prioritize the 2024-2027 STIP projects for mass transit, bike lanes, and EVs.  I retired from Nike to work full time on climate and greenhouse gas emissions reductions.  I still have my bike, four bus routes within blocks, and five grocery stores within a mile walk.  I know I do not need a car but I got my driver?s license in 1963 and struggle with severing that tie.  Help me kick my driving habit with good urban planning and ever improving mass transit and good bike lanes.

Even the bike lanes need to be paved and we will not be able to give up roads so I ask that you look at another way to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and comply with the Governor?s EO.  We can reduce CO2 emissions by deciding to build with low carbon concrete and asphalt.  I?ve attached an article about reducing emissions up to 50% this way.  I?m sure you have experts who are exploring this.

My mother was Director of the Washington Aggregate and Concrete Association so I went of OCAPA for information.  Here is a list of local Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) suppliers https://www.ocapa.net/oregon-concrete-epds.  I know you are familiar with energy efficient building please apply these standards to our roads.  I also know these materials may cost more until the demand increases.  As a tax payer I see this as more cost effective in the long run.  Every ton of CO2 we save now will not be with us in 2035.  I urge you to budget for low carbon building materials immediately and begin to use on all projects now.
","Jane Stackhouse","jane@janestackhouse.com"




save now will not be with us in 2035. I urge you to budget for low carbon
building materials immediately and begin to use on all projects now.

Name Jane Stackhouse

Email
Address jane@janestackhouse.com

Uploaded Files:

low-carbon_construction_oris_digital_for_sustainable_roads.pdf

Submission ID: 856bc89c-7ef0-48d2-b2f9-33837cb24251

Record ID: 22085
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  Acting on Climate 
  #LHLowCarbonTransition 

What is the challenge? Key figures 

Our solution 

ORIS: Using Data Technology  
to Reduce Road Carbon Footprint 

To help investors design more sustainable and low-carbon roads, LafargeHolcim has 

developed ORIS, a sourcing intelligence for road optimization. This digital platform assesses 

road design with a holistic view, from construction down to maintenance. For each project, it 

analyzes local resources available, expected traffic, weather conditions, etc. and offers a 

whole set of design solutions. Investors can then choose their preferred design, according to 

their expectations, including lowest carbon footprint, most local resources used, highest 

lifespan, lowest cost, etc.  

For the benefits of all, using ORIS to optimize road projects  has a considerable impact on a 

road project’s carbon footprint (up to 50% reduction), on its lifespan (x3) and on its costs (-

15% to -30%). 

Innovation 

Road infrastructure are key to connect people and 

enable trade but their environmental impact is 

important: 

• 18.5% of global carbon emissions from road 

transportation 

•  60,000 tons of resources per km of highway built  

How can you better design roads to limit its 

impact on the environment?  

With ORIS: 

 

• Up to 50% of carbon emissions 

reduction 

• Road lifespan multiplied by x3  

• 15 to 30% of cost reduction 
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What would you like to
do?

I want to comment on the Statewide Transportation
Improvement Plan.

Subject Statewide Transportation Plan

Comment You Need to Account for Emissions Reductions in All Plans.

Name Jackie Johnson

Email Address Jackiejjj@hotmail.com

Submission ID: 48792178-8fed-4f68-9df2-cfb644f2dbb0

Record ID: 22104
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